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HAVE.YOU BEEN READING 
"The Last Trump" 
"Panther Lair Poppin' Off" 
Roy Wilson's "Panorama" 
"CAPS and Lower Case"? Ueacbera <.tollege 1Rewa 
EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
Vote on Warbler Fee, This 
Morning Mter Chapel; "Les 
M':iserables," Thursday and 
Friday; All-School Dance in 
Auditorium, Saturday, 8:30 
Columbia Medalist Winner, 1935 "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" /CPA First Place 
1931-32-33-31-35 
VOL. XXI. 
Roy Wilson Accepts 
Journalism Position 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1936 
Sunderman to 
Pose Measure 
Plans Buying Trip . 
President R. G. Buzzard will be 
in Chicago this week purchasing 
furniture for the dormitory. All 
bed rooms are to be refurnished 
in solid maple, as part of the 
project to completely re-equip 
Pemberton Hall. 
J(t Can Be Had Only If Each 
Student Pays · 25 Cents Extra 
Wauld Have Eastern Build Own 
Plant for Generating Electric- , 
ity; Cites Success of Plan 
Elsewhere. 
1 Would Save Money 
EL.AM, HENDRICK·S TO 
ATTEND CONFERENCE 
OF LEADERS FRIDAY 
Stanley Elam and Homer Hendricks 
will represent Eastern at a conference 
on student problems, sponsored by Illi-
nois Wesleyan university and sched-
Warbler He·ads Call for Election 
This Motning After Chapel; 
Voters to Have Direct Say in 
Problem. 
Reasons Are Cited 
Dr. W. E. Sunderman. resident mem-
1 
ber of the State Normal School board, 
plans to present a measure to that 
body providing that Eastern State gen-
erate its own electricity for power and 
1 
light. 
Among articles of furniture to 
be purchased are: single beds 
with Simmons springs and mat-
tresses; dressers with three 
chests of drawers; study table 
and chairs; easy chairs. 
Workmen have been engaged 
for several weeks in redecm·at-
ing every bedroom in the Hall. 
Each will receive new furniture. 
Installation of new equipment in 
the kitchen has almost been fin-
ished. 
uled for ·Friday. Held under the aus- Whether Eastern will have a Warb-
pices of the Student Union of Wesley- , ler of distinction and beautitude, or 
an, delegates from practically every I one of mediocrity is entirely up to the 
Little Nineteen college will discuss sub- I student body, year book officials stat-
jects which have a direct bearing upon ed today. Defeated in their attempts 
college life. ,to provide for a book of eminence out 
Board members will hear full partic-
ulars of the proposition at their meet-
Presidents of student governments of the funds at hands, Warbler heads 
and college newspaper editors are those have decided to lay the problem before 
invited to the conference. Among the the students. 
subjects they are expected to discuss The question they must answer is ing in Springfield on Monday, Febru-
• ary 17. Dr. Sunderman, in explana-F or mer Edztor Is tion, had this to say about the advisa-
bility of a self-owned power plant: 
• are the following: this: "Are we willing to pay 25 cents 
'Riddle Me Thz•s' Student government, the honor sys- apiece to get a distinctive Warbler, or 
tern as a contribution to the small col- do we consider the small penalty too 
rr
0 
Be Pre sen ted lege, intramural sports, intercollegiate great for the reward promised?" n·s 
J ~ athletics,_ functions on the campus of a question that Warbler officials plan In H.- J. Concern i "With the recent change in the wir-
___ I ing and fixtures which brought the 
. k . E t , lighting system up to a modern, up-
Roy Wilson, ey man m as ern s to-date unit, the electric current de- Try-outs for the three-act detective-
the fraternity and sorority, school pub- to ask or answer at a called meeting 
lications and their influences, more ef- of the student body this Tuesday 
fective chapel services morning after chapel. journalism set-up for the past four mands have been materially increased, comedy Riddle Me This!, by Daniel N. 
years, left late Friday for Springfield and the· electric charges are quite Rubin, were held Tuesday and Wednes-
h If th t t . t. day afternoons in room 6. Emerging 
Causes for Vote Are Listed 
This tentative agenda will be aug- Circumstances which demand such a 
mented by suggestions from invited to accept a position with the Hart- eavy. e presen ra e IS con m-t ll t t t 'll from these try-outs is a tentative cast 
mann-Jefferson Printing Co. of that ued i wi mean tha he cos WI which will be completed within the 
editors and government heads. meeting date back to the spring of 
Everett K. Melby, editor of the Illi- 1935. When Warbler officials drew up 
nois Wesleyan Argus and one of thbse their budget for the 1936 book, they 
in charge of the meeting sets forth based their estimated capital upon re-
the purpose of the meeting in the fol- turns expected from an average en-
CI·ty. run well up to $6,500 per year." next week. 
He will serve as assistant to Wayne He states that installation of an ade-quate generator, according to esti- Rehearsals for the play, to be pre-
V. Harsha, managing editor of two sented und th · f th E'"' mates now at hand, and the necessary er e auspiCes o e .u-
trade J·ournals, "The National Printer tertai·nmen' t Cour F b 19 d changes in wiring will amount to se on e ruary an 
Journalist," and "Printing Industry," about $18.000. As the present require- ~0, .began las~ nLght. Stu?ents will be published by the Springfield company. ments call for fire at all times to pro- mvited especially to the first perform-
Mr. Wilson will assist with the prepar- vide heat hot water and other con- 1 ance and townspeople will be favored 
ation of both advertising and editorial veniences' it is thought the additional! on the following evening. 
rollment of 850. The 1936 book was 
lowing words: ' planned to utilize every cent of money 
"Our one aim is to put forth an in- expected from the average enrollment. 
t,erchange of ideas on any and all small Registration figures tumbled for the 
c~~~ .... contained in the two publica- cost of operating the power plant will Robert Shiley again will direct the 
Held Many Offices not add more than about $1,500 per production. 
In Ieavi1jlg to take up professional myeaatrerti.oaltshaeVl.onpeg rwahtii.nchg wcoi.slltsp, anyetftoirngi·na- The complete cast, along with other details, will be published in next week's 
employment in the field of journalism, stallation cost within about three years. issue of the News. 
Mr. Wilson severs contact with college 
newspaperdom that brought high hon- A private generating plant would ---EISTC---
LOCAL DEBATE TEAMS 
TASTE VARIED ACTION 
or to Eastern, the Teachers College offset much of ~he cost expect~d .whe? 
News-, and to himself. He was editor th~ proposed science-health bmldmg 1s 
of the News in 1933-34, piloting it to j built, addi~g to the electric b~den. 
one of its most successful years in his- Added saVJngs under that additiOnal Debate teams of Eastern saw ac-
tory. He edited the paper published electricity .demand .probably will re- tion on three fronts over the past 
during the summer term of 1934. Be- due~ the tn:ne reqmred for balancing week-end. 
fore that, he had served as associate the InstallatiOn cost. Affirmative debaters of Eastern 
editor to Paul Blair and as director of Three other state teachers colleges met Eurake college in a no-decision 
the first publicity department spon- have resorted to private generation of event here Friday afternoon at 3:30 
sored by the News. electricity when rates became too high. o'clock. The men's question dealt 
After his year as editor of the News, Two of them, Macomb and DeKalb, with the Supreme Court and the wo-
Mr. Wilson left school to accept em- have praised the system htghly in men took the question concerned 
ployment in Washington, D. c. Re- public print. wlth League Sanctions. 
turning after Christmas, he resumed ElsT Debating upon invitation of the 
work on the paper in the first month MISS THOMAS RETURNS Epworth League of the Methodist 
of 1935 as associate editor to the pres- ' church, Eastem's women's affirmative 
ent head. He was co-editor of the Miss Blanche Thomas, Eastern State and negative teams met Sunday eve-
1935 summer term News. Last fall he I registrar wh~ took a l~ave of absence ning. . 
became Publicity Director again. His , from her office on September 23, 1933, Last mght the women's affirmative 
department died for want of financial ' because of illness, returned to her du- 1 and the men's affirmative teams met 
assistance, and Mr. Wilson again be" ties at the first of the year. Mrs. Alma Illinois Wesleyan at Bloomington in 
came assistant editor of the News. Hocker Fel'rill, acting-registrar in Miss another no-decis:.on event. 
Thomas's absence, has resumed her Next Monday Wesleyan's affirmative 
work at the University of Chicago. teams will meet the locals here. Ex-President of Sigma Delta In addition to these major journ-
(Continued on Page 8) 
---EISTC:---
Warbler Pictures to 
Be Taken on Schedule 
The following pictures will be tak-
en for the 1936 Warbler this week. 
Varsity club 10:45, this morning; 
Sigma Delta, 11 o'clock this morning; 
Si'gma Tau Delta and Writer's club, 
11:30 o'clock, this morning. These 
pictures will be taken in the East 
music room. 
Wednesday at Ryan's studio: Speak-
ers' club at 4:10 p. m.; Student 
Council, 4:30 p. m.; WAA Council, 5 
p. m. The Girl's Glee club picture 
will be taken in the auditorium at 5 
o'clock Thursday afternoon. 
---EIST'c- -
WRITERS MEET TUESDAY 
Sigma Tau Delta and Writers' club 
held their first meeting of the new 
year at the home of Miss Isabel Mc-
Kinney, Tuesday, Jan. 7. Each mem-
ber present contributed a paragraph 
to an impromptu round-robin story 
which achieved all the thrills possible 
to the combination of hero, heroine, 
villain, and secret passageway. 
alistic positions, he held the presi- r------------------------------------------------. 
dency of Sigma Delta for one year, I · 
was a rewrite editor f?r the Warbler Dean of El Journalists Leaves for Professional Career 
last year and sports editor three years 
ago. He twice edited the Freshman 1' -------------------------------------------------' 
Handbook and personally conceived When a great figure in the college in which he gave would make the average lege itself. ·Mr. Wilson sue-
and. published the first Alumni Quar- the professional newspaper so much to journalism and extra-curricular plunger feel ceeded. Everything to which 
terly, issued this year. Mr. Wilson also field dies-or as the coun- the school itself for four small indeed. he lent his talent thrived 
edited two literary supplements of the try weeklies quaintly put it, years. It is a little sad that Some of his offices includ- as a New York Times under 
ews. "passes on"~olumns of the anything said in passing ed: associate editof of the Adolph Ochs. More real 
Aside from connections with the dailies open themselves and must assume the form of News, head of the publicity 
News., Mr. Wilson is a member of I pour forth touching eulo- an obituary. But such is department, president of 
Kappa Delta Pi, scholarship fratern- giums anent the deceased. the riddle of living only four Sigma Delta. editor of the 
ity at Eastern and also is a member When obscure brothers in years. News in 1933-34; twice ed-
of Phi Sigma Epsilon, pledging that the fraternty die, l'ittle is Mr. Wilson's meteoric rise itor of freshman handbooks; 
fraternity three years ago. made of the passing. to the heights in college assistant editor during his 
Mr. Wilson completed requirements A great figure in the col- journalism is somewhat edi- final year and a half on the 
for his degree at the close of the Fall leg·e newspaper field had torial. As a freshman here staff; twice editor of the 
term. "passed on"-not died. That he chose industrial arts for summer term paper; head 
---EisT there is little difference be- his major. Half a year of of the Literary supplement 
ST. LOUIS CONFERENCE tween death and departure that convinced him other staff on two occasions; plan-
TO BE MEETING THEME from an institution of edu- fields were more attractive ner and editor of the Alum-
cation is due in the main to his particular talents. He ni Quarterly. 
E. L. stover, Earland Ritchie, w. to a strange idiosyncrasy of switched to soc'ial sciences. That list of honorary po-
M. Gersbacher, and Glenn Davis will college life. A student lives A letter to the Soap Box s1tions is unimportant in 
give at the Science Club meeting for four years; with his started Mr. Wilson on the itself. They were only 
Wednesday at 7:15 their impressions graduation comes death in road to fame in college means to an end. The end 
of the A. A. A. s. meeting held in st. so far as any future func- journalism. Newspaper work Mr. Wilson sought was to 
Louis during the Christmas holidays. tions with the vitals of the became of all-abiding inter- be a good journalist. At .... 
Election of club officers will be held school are concerned . . . . est and not long after he taining that, he could ad-
during the business session of the pro- Roy Wilson has "passed had attained a staff posi- vance the News, those con-
gram. 
1 
on." He has departed from tion. Followed honors that nected with it, and the col-
progress in journalism, as 
a technical art and as f 
school project, was accom-
plished during his four years 
than any time in previous 
history. 
Mr. W i l son succeeded 
where others failed because 
he was unusually intelli-
gent, keen, and withal, a 
natm·al journalist. He was 
a demon for correct details, 
a stickler for cla.rity and 
punch in writing·. Dignity 
was another standard of 
the journalism Wilsonia. 
EI journalism has, it's 
needless to say, lost a great 
deal in "the passing" of its 
dean of newspapermen. To 
what vain things are people 
moved by "death!" 
Fall and Winter terms. The average 
is slightly above 800, instead of 850 
as estimated. Since Warbler funds are 
drawn from the registration fees on 
the basis of one dollar from each stu-
dent per quarter, this decrease in en-
rollment represented a loss of about 
$250 to the Warbler allocation. That 
decrease in revenue also represented 
the difference between "a book of dis-
tinction and merit, or one of medioc-
rity." 
The two graduating classes have in-
creased 40 per cent, necessitating the 
addition of extra pages and engraving 
beyond budget expectations. 
Would Improve Book's Appearance 
Warbler officials propose to survey 
the sentiments of the student body. As 
they point out, t he Warbler is the stu-
dents' book; they are apt to get exact-
ly what they want, not necessarily 
what they deserve. 
Do students want a Warbler of mer-
it? That is the question 800 students 
will answer this Tuesday. To con-
tinue or supersede the record estab-
lished by the year book in the Nation-
al Scholastic Press contest last year, 
students must agree to pay 25 cents 
over and above the amount they pay 
through the registration fee. 
Read this week's editorial in the 
News on page four for further partic-
ulars. 
---EISTC:---
Students Warned to 
Respect Regulation 
"Training school and college stu-
dents must stay on the walks as long 
as the ground is soft," c. F . Monier, 
grounds superintendent, emphatically 
stated today. He adds that this ulti-
matum also applies to some of the 
careless bicyclists. 
College officials have hinted that 
penalties will greet violators in the 
future. The beauty of our campus can 
be most brutally marred in thawing 
periods when footprints remain to cut 
up the ground. 
---EISTC:---
COUNTY OFFICIALS ARE 
HEARD BY TC CLASSES 
John T. Kincaid, County Judge of 
Coles, and J. I. Dilsaver, state's at-
torney, spoke before two senior gov-
ernment classes of TC High last 
week. Mr. Kincaid spoke anent the 
county court system Thursday aft-
ernoon and Mr. Dilsaver talked Fri-
day afternoon. 
Page Two 
High Honor Roll Hiked to Record Total 
With TC High Graduates Topping List 
Thirty-Four Receive High Honor "Luck" Is Down on 
Awards to ,Share Limelight Former El Student 
with Honor Winners. 
Almost as many students received 
high honors as honors for the Fall 
term's work at Eastern. Thirty-four 
received the premier reward, while 42 
ranked in the second division. A to-
tal of 76 received either the first or 
second placements. TC high school 
graduates again carrted away most of 
the honors, although their majority 
was somewhat less than in past years. 
Freshman Year-Agnes Irene Al-
lison, Henning; Margaret Yvonne 
Baker, Windsor; Aline Claar, TC 
High; Carl Arthur Cline, Mattoon; 
Eva Cuma Honn, Hindsboro; Mary 
Jane Kelly, Charleston; Ruth M. 
Stallings, TC High; Audra Lillian 
Webster, TC High. 
Sophomore Year Muriel Lucile 
Editors of the Toledo (Ill.) Dem-
ocrat found basis for amusement 
in the stran,ge reaction to scholas-
tic honors of a former Eastern 
student, Donald (Tim) Icenogle. 
After leaving here, Icenogle went 
to Chicago university for a pre-
medical course. 
Just before the Christmas holi-
days grades were posted at the 
university and of the 167 students 
in his class, Icenogle ranked sec-
ond high. The point which drove 
Toledo editors to mild amusement 
and a measure of philosophy was 
this: Icenogle was sulking because 
one student had bested him schol-
astically. He seemed quite down-
hearted, the editors said. They 
parted from the subject with this 
comment: 
"With all courtesy to Tim, this 
makes us laugh!" 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
REX HOVIOUS SUFFERS I 
SLIGHT INJURIES IN ~-... ~ Quoting 
SERIOUS AUTO WRECK .:. f h f th ~ romt e a ers 
Only slightly injured in an auto !..,_ ____________ __. 
accident which cost the life of one 
occupant and still confines two others 
to the hospital, Rex Hovious, senior 
in the college, was able •t o return to 
school late last week. Hovtous was 
(Beginning this week we introduce 
a new column. It's purpose is to 
compare the old in political think-
ing with the new, and vica versa. 
injured Saturday morning, January There once l'ived 
4, when an auto in which he was in the State of 
riding overturned on State Route 16, Illinois a man call-
three miles east of Mattoon. ed Abraham Lin-
F. 0. Finfrock, clerk of the circuit coin. In his day 
court of this county with headquart- the Supreme Court 
ers in Charleston, died two days af·ter of the United 
the accident as the result of fatal in- States handed 
down a decision 
Tuesday, January 14, 1936 
throughout our history, and had been 
in no part based on assumed historical 
facts which are not really true; or, if 
wanting in some of these, it had been 
before the court more than once, and 
had there been affirmed and reaf-
firmed through a course of years, it 
then m'ight be, perhaps would be, fac-
tious, nay, even revolutionary, not to 
acquiesce in it as a precedent. 
"But when, as is true, we find it 
wanting in all these claims to the 
I public confidence, it is not resistance, it is not factious, it is not even disre-
spectful, to t reat it as not having yet 
quite established a settled doctrine for 
the country." 
RETAINED CONVICTION 
Later, as he began his fight against 
Douglas in 1858, lincoln added: 
"What are the uses of decisions of 
juries. Two women occupants, both 
employed in Charleston business 
hou,ses and accompanying Mr. ~­
frock to this ci·ty to begin their daily 
work, were seriously injured. Mrs. 
Donald Corbin is given a chance for 
recovery, while Miss Ethel Janes is 
sure to recover. 
in the case of Dred 
Scott which threat-
ened to des t r o y 
every shred of the courts? They have two uses. As rules 
position which Lincoln and his friends of property they ha;ve two uses. First-
had been taking on an important 'issue they decide upon the question before 
of the day. In that situation Lincoln the court. They dec'ide in this case 
Hovious suffered a 
eyelid and two cuts 
made the following observation: that Dred Scott is a slave. Nobody 
cut on his right resists that. Not only that, but they 
above the right USES OF DE·CISIONS say to everybody else, that persons 
eye. 
---EISTC---
Vera Evans is confined to her place 
of residence on Seventh street with 
tonsilitis. 
"Judicial decisions have two uses- standing just as Dred Scott stands, 
first, to absolutely determine the case is as he is. That is, they say that 
decided, and secondly, to indicate to 1 when a question comes up on another 
the public how similar cases w1ll be person, it will be so decided again, 
decided when they arise. For the lat- unless the court decides in another 
ter use, they are called 'precedents' way, unless the court overrules its 
Bubeck, Marshall; Agnes B. Curry, 
Decatur; Stanley Munson Elam, 
Stewardson; Eleanor Jane Hall, Cen-
tralia; Marguerite Mae Iknayan, TC 
High; Evelyn Gay Mayer, St. Francis-
ville; Ruth Elma Seitz, Bement; Grace 
Genevieve Thompson, Nokomis; Eliz-
abeth Phelps Widger, TC High. 
Junior Year Edna Dorothy 
Abenbrink, Edwardsville; Mary Ros-
alie Bear, TC High; Cora Ruth Clapp, 
Paris; Norma Ruth Cox, Bridgeport; 
Dorothy Ruth Curtis, El Paso; Ritta 
'Whitsel Kurzenknabe, TC High; 
Alice Evelyn Reynolds, TC' Hgih. 
List of Honor Winners for Fall Quarter 
Released from Office; Increase Small 
and 'authorities'. decision. Well, we mean to do what 
"We believe as much as Judge Doug- we can to have the court decide the 
las (perhaps more) in obedience to, other way. That 'is one thing we mean 
and respect for, the judicial depart- to try to do." 
ment of government. We think its In short, it never occurred to Abra-
decisions on constitutional questions, I ham Lincoln that the Supreme Courb 
when fully settled, should control not lay outside of and above public opin-
only the particular cases decided, but ion and the will of the people to have 
the general policy of the country, sub- the government they want. 
Senior Year - Clara L. Balmer, 
Olney; Vance Frederic Boswell, Plea-
sant City, Ohio; Cecil Warren Elam, 
Stewardson; Tilman McKinley Lock-
ard, Greenville; Harry Donald Love-
lass, Watseka; Rose Marie Megaw, 
Calumet, Wtlma L. Nuttall, Robinson; 
Dorothy Smith, TC High; Fern Tait, 
Price, Utah; Florence Elizabeth Wood, 
TC Hgh. 
---EtSTc---
New Library Novels 
Reviewed by Critic 
By Frances Durgee. 
The list of the scholarship honor 
winners was released from the ma:n 
office ear:y last week. It revealed a 
total of 42, or only a very s!ight in-
crease over last year's total. 
Freshman Year - Wilma L. Col-
lins, Tuscola; Leon Dale Goldsmith, 
Noble; Leonard E. Greeson, Lerna; 
Don Newell Sustains 
Hurts in Collision 
Laudy Evelyn Ingle, Effingham; 
Eleanor V. Jacobs, Paris; Doit A. 
Montgomery, Martinsville; Warren 
Smith Pulliam, Louisville; Ella Louise 
Ross, Newton. 
Sophomore Year - Ruth Aileen 
Brookhart, Casey ; George R. Buck, 
Chrisman; Hoyt 0. Coverstone, Casey: 
Slyvia Elizabeth Diel, Newton; Beat-
rice M. Flori, Newton; Mary Alice 
Harwood, TC High; Edna Mabel Hiler, 
Assumption; Claudia Isenburg, New-
ton; Beulah Marie Midgett, Robinson; 
Don Newell, Eastern student, suffer- Lloyd Francis Miller, Brownstown; 
ed cuts to his head, face, and hands Raymond E. Schan, Noble; Margaret 
when an auto in which he was riding L. Spittler, Martinsville; Kathryn El-
crashed into a parked truck on Monroe len Steele, St. Elmo; William Dale 
street in this city Friday night at 11 Trulock, Mt. Zon; Gertrude Louise 
o'clock. Five stitches were required Tym, TC High; Fern Arline Webster, 
t o close the wounds inflicted. 1 Olney; Agnes Louise Worland, Neoga. 
Do you want a good novel to read 1 Bob Johns, a ~ormer student and 
over the wintry week-ends? Would you another occupant m the car, also :was 
ike to read a few of the latest ones cut about the face and hands, and the 
JUSt off the press? The library has re- driver of the auto, one Lau,ghlin, es-
Ju,nior Year - Eve yn Edith Brook-
hart, Casey; Edward Theron Ferguson, 
TC High; Mary Crystal Funkhouser, 
Paris; Urban Lowell Monical, TC 
High; Norma Katherine Shores, Mat -
toon; Josephine Thomas, TC High. 
ceived these followlng novels just late- caped uninjured. 
ly. A list of the new books is placed 
JUSt outside of the east door of the 
north library. 
Are you fond of Mazo de la Roche? 
---EISTC:---
Post-Dispatch Added 
To Library Collection 
New comer on the newspaper rack 
in the north library is the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch. Miss Mary J. Booth, 
librarian, entered a subscription to 
the Post-Dispatch after receiving 
numerous requests from students and 
faculty members. 
Senior Year - Reuben M. Allard, 
Noble; Lois M. Cottingham, Danville; 
Mary Jane Ewing, Ramsey; Robert I 
E. Finley, Kansas; Monroe Webster 
Hall, Charleston; Marton Kay Mathas, 
West Salem; Margaret Mercer, Cen-
tralia; Ruth Irene Miller, Casey; 
Richard Popham, TC High; Thomas 
W. Cummins, Casey. 
Post Graduates - Merle Marie 
Biggs, Westfield. 
ject to be disturbed only by amend-
ments of the Constitution as provided 
in that instrument itself. More than, 
this would be revolution, But we 
think the Dred Scott decision is er-
roneous. We know the court that made 
it has often overruled its own de-
cisions, and we shall do what we can 
to have it overrule this. We offer no 
resistance to it. 
VALUE AS PRECEDENTS 
"Judicial decisions are of greater or 
less authority as precedents accord-
ing to circun1stances. That this should 
be so a.ccords both with common sense 
and the customary understanding of 
the legal profession. 
"If this important decision had been 
made by the unanimous concurrence 
of the judges, and without any appar-
ent partisan b:ias, and in accordance 
with legal public expectation and with 
the steady practice of the departments 
TRIPLE DIP 
Ice Cream Cones ........... .... ......... Sc 
Boley's Ice Cream 
Factory 
723 Seventh St. 
ART CRA FT 
STUDIO 
What better way to return that 
unexpected Christmas gift 










Her new novel, Young Renny, will cer-
tainly interest you. This fifth book in 
the series of the Whiteoaks is a little 
more amusing than its predecessors. 
Its tragedies are more comic, its com-
edies less tragic. It gives, however, the 
same vital sense of a crowded but 
meshed family life. She has that mys-
terious gift of making characters live. 
Some critics have said that Young 
Renny is by far the liveliest of the 
series. This book takes up the family 
before Jalna. 
Edna Ferber's latest book is Come 
and Get It. This is a. story of an Am-
erican family between the years of 
1850 and 1929. From the first to the 
last one is carried through four gen-
erations in a story that is interspersed 
with Miss Ferber's customary vigorous, 
though by no means logical, commen-
tary upon economics, politics, prob-
lems, and much else that is very hu-
man and worldly. Some people believe 
Come and Get It is two books under 
one roof because there are two distinct 
parts to it. If you are interested in 
the change in times and attitudes, you 
certainly will enjoy this unique novel. 
Newspapers from Chicago, St. Louis, 
Indianapolis, New York, Boston and 
England are now available in the li-
brary. , 
---EISTC:--- t
t-al-tli-II-4HI-H-11-tll-el-ll-111-ll-ll-11-ll-11-ll-11-ll-11-ll-ll-ll-ll-tll&-tll-tll_.l_____ • ·-------1---ta-tl-11-l+ 
CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS J 
.. • • ••-•t-•a-•e-•.-••-••- ••- ••-••-IIK- +•-u-•t-lll-I.-.111-11-JI-11- JI-11-11-11- +•-•-••-••-•a-••-ae--tl-111-lt-11- 11- nt-+ FRESHMAN PASSES EXAM 
FOR ENTRANCE TO NAVY Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
Don Leek, a freshman, has received 
word that he has passed all exams 
required for entry in the navy. He 
expects a call to San Diego or some 
other naval station within the week. 
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, lll. 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
DENTIST 
Flours: 8 to 12--1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston. Ill. 
Clyde Cole has joined the Lair +-
Dining Service upon t he departure of 
Jack Wood, who has taken up light-
housekeeping. 
• M H II II ._,11-tll-11-tl-tt-tt-1 ~·-•t-tt-tt-tt-tt-tll-tl-tl-t~-tli-tl-tl-l ~·tl-tf-tl-lt-tl-11-tll-ttl--.1-tl-tl-n-t+ 
(Miss Durgee will comment upon 
other new novels to be folUld in our 
library in future issues of the News'. 
The Editors.) ' 
- - - EISTc---
SEYMOUR IS SPEAKER 
G. H . Seymour of the history de-
partment delivered an address on 
"Communism" before a community 
club in Hindsboro Wednesday evening. I 
C. H. Coleman accompanied Mr. 
Seymour on the lecture trip. 
---EISTC:----
Proper care of your watch should 
include complete cleaning and lubri-
cation once a year. Brtng it to us.-
c. P . Goon, 408 6th Street. 





W. E. HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
The World's Famous PHILCO Radio-
Just Out-several new nwdels to choose from just arrived. Let us show 
you the latest improved radio made. 
HUCKLEBERRY & SON 





DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00p.m. 
604~ JACKSON ST. 
Telephone 132 
+·---------··-·----·--·--··-~~·-··-··· ... ' 
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
516lh Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Frames Repaired---'Lenses Duplicated 
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
6041h Sixth St. 
Phones : Office, 30; Residence, 770 
.. -··-··-··-··-.. "-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--+-··-··-··-··--·-··--·-··--·-··-··-··-·+ 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
DR. N. C, IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appoint ment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
+• • II II II u-u II II a.-.a-4t-o-1 lt---taa-tll-tl-11-tll-tl-:ll-tll-tll-tll._.4--tlll .. ,,_,,__.._.,_,,_.,_,._.,_.._.,_., ___ ,+ 
DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Va.n Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511% Jackson Street 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
11hursdays--9:00-12; 7-9 
otel• .... -·-·--· -·-··----· ..... ___ ,.... -··-·--· -··-·---'!'-----·--·--··-·--··-··-··-··-··-·--··-·· ~·--·-··--·--·--·--·--a-tlt-11-111---'+ 
DR. 0. E. HITE 
DENTIST 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12- 1-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
CHARLES ~. GREER, M. S., M.D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
Tuesday, TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Page Three 
'You-Name-It' Dance Is Billed bg Union, League 
Seniors Will Be Honored at All-School r-T .. h .. _ .. E,._,._t,._,._,Q, ,._,._k··-·i Jack Staulcup Is to 
Ajjr: I" . • S 7\ T T C . i e as ern uac 1 A T 24 1 atr, ponsors .1. v a me wo ommzttees +·-··_ ,._ ,._.,_.,_.,_,._.,_,._,._.,_+ ppear January 
Pem Hall Girls Take 
Meals at Art Building 
Josephine Moulton, Walton Mor- 60 COUPLES ATTEND 
ris Are Chosen to Act as Dance SJ1}l\lri-FORl\fAJ_; DANCE 
Co-Chairmen. SPONSORED BY "UNION 
"The titleless, themselves, nameless 
dance" - something novel to East-
ern's social calendar, you'll have to 
admit - is scheduled for this Sat-
urday rl.ight. In reality it is to be an 
all-school affair, sponsored by the 
Men's Union and the Women's 
League in honor of the senior class. 
There wm be no admittance charge 
and dancing hours are from 8: 30 to 
12. 
If the dance is to have a theme, etc., 
students of the college will provide it. 
Presidents Ella Mae Jackson and Joe 
Henderson of the League and Union, 
respectively, have specified that they 
wish the student body to make this 
the type of dance they most desire. 
If you want men to come in top hats, 
white ties and trappings, escorting 
women in low-heeled slippers, slacks, 
and thingsalong, write your request 
and drop it in the News box before 
Wednesday evening at 5 o'clock. It 
needn't be a ridiculous dance idea-
in fact, we're sorry we suggested 
that. 
Co-sponsors Henderson and Jack-
son have named the following com-
mitt~es: 
From the League: Josephine Moul-
ton, chairman; Esta Dye, Florence 
Cottingham, June Hughes, and Helen 
Imle. 
From the Union: Walton Morris, 
chairman; Thomas Chamberlin, 
Wayne Neal, Don Cavins, and Glen 
Cooper. 
Sixty couples helped initiate E'ast-
ern's 1936 social season by attending 
a semi-formal dance presented in the 
auditorium Friday night under spon-
sorship of the Men's Union. Wayne 
Mcintyre and his 11-piece orchestra 
provided music. 
Joe Henderson, as president of the 
Union, was chairman for the event. 
Serving chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald R. Alter and Paul W. Sloan. 
Hours for dancing were from 8:30 
to 12. 
- --EISTC'---
Dinners Initiate New 
Year for EI Faculty 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes en-
tertained with a 6:30 o'clock dinner 
Tuesday evening. Following the din-
ner two tables of bridge were in play. 
Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Bain Win-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Glen H. Seymour, 
and Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Andrews. 
Mrs. J. Glenn Ross entertained her 
bridge club Tuesday afternoon. At 1:30 
o'clock a dessert course luncheon was 
served which was followed by bridge. 
Mrs. Paul W. Sloan held high score. 
Besides club members one guest, Mrs. 
Russell H. Landis was present. 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Sloan were 
host and hostess at a bridge party 
Saturday evening at their home 1441 
Seventh street. Guests were: Mr. and 
Mrs. Earland Ritchie, Mr. and Mrs. H. 
E. Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Ver-
wiebe, Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Anderson 
Best of wishes for this year-new 
and happy! ... Betrothed, or rings to 
that effect: 1. Marietta Omdorff, 2. 
That Soph, 3. Harriet Teal, 4. Merle 
Munson, 5. Margaret Morris Cox ... 
Four aspire to love, etc.; the last has 
already promised and our own Gerald 
Reed had gone and got himself engag-
ed ... MRS. BETTY PARR neglected 
to get our parental blessings before-
but she has since made amends . . . 
Happy birthday to you-GERTRUDE 
LOUISE TYM! . . . You've just been 
dying to know about Christmas pres-
ents, and what each g·ot from the one 
person. Well, KATE WALKER - a 
travelling bag; EVELYN RINGO- an 
over-nig·ht bag; TIMIE - an Evening 
in Paris set; MAG. MAC. - lounging 
pajamas; DOROTHY -Roger's picture; 
WALTON MORRIS-a cigaret lighter 
. . . And a number of boys are going 
to get knitted ties sometime, eventu-
ally. 
We know of one grand romance 
'busted-up' because of a southern fias-
co . . . Is LIBBY JONES developing 
a very bad temper? ... Shirley H. had 
a couple of well-meaning (?) help-
mates the other day when that big guy 
from Decatur came! Nice work, Max 
and Marge! ... Charlie Spooner broke 
his collar bone and now he makes 
weekly visits to Charleston to see his 
favorite "Doctor." ... Charlie Austin is 
hitting it off in Mattoon, now; Char-
leston again is second love . . . By his 
own reluctant admission, we learned 
DALE WINGLER, Pem Hall serenader, 
is the best singer at Eastern . . . Haul 
out your new dress, new "hair-do," and 
new personality and flash 'em at the 
GLEE CLUB FORMAL! (Adv.) 
---EISTc---
WLS Program Is to 
Be Presented Friday 
Refreshments will be served at 
some stage of the evening and a 
floor show will be presented if plans 
now under consideration carry 
through. and Mr. and Mrs. Mackel of Terre Prairie Farmer and WLS will pre-
---Ei s Tc Haute, Ind. sent a program of entertainment in 
EI Is Chosen as Host ~he auditorium this Friday everung 
F · d , ] l Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Cordier, 1066 at 8 o'clock. All subscribers to the or Presl ent s Ba . Ninth street entertained ~th a chop I magazine Prairie Farmer will be ad-
. suey supper Saturday evenmg, January mitted free of charge. A series of 
Eastern S~ate ';ill act as host to the 4. The supper was followed by bridge. such programs are being presented 
annual Presidents Ball, st:hedu~ed for 1 Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sun- throughout the state. 
observance throughout the nation on derman, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Metter, ElsTc,---
January 30. Dr. W. E. Sunderman, Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Sloan, Mr. and 
resident member of the Normal School Mrs. J. Glenn Ross, and Mr. and Mrs. PUBLICATION HEADS ARE 
Board, will serve as executive chair- Hiram F. Thut. GUESTS OF F. L. ANDREWS 
man. 
---EISTC:---
Because the kitchen at the Hall has 
Esta Dye, chairman for the annual not been completed, the Pemberton 
formal presented by the Women's Glee Hall girls have been taking breakfast 
club to be given January 24 in the and luncheon at the practical arts 
auditorium, announces that Jack building. These meals were made pos-
Staulcup and his recording orchestra of sible by the cooperation of Miss Clara 
the Southland has been obtained to Attebery, the Home Ec girls and the 
provide music. Gwendolyn Oliver, Hall's cooks, Miss Lundy, Mrs. Brown 
dance chairman, made the selection and Mrs. Johnson. 
after considering a number of well- ElsTc:---
known orchestras booking out of st. PEMITES ENTERTAINED 
Louis, Decatur, and other points. WITH PAJAMA PARTY 
Staulcup's 10-piece band is just __ 
completing an engagement at the Casa Last Thursday night the girls of 
Lorna club in St. Louis. · He is known Pemberton Hall were entertained at a 
particulary for the quality and number pajama party, being the first get to-
of his novelty selections. gether after vacation. Miss McKay 
Miss Dye reports that committees gave an interesting resume of her trip 
for the dance have been chosen and to New York. She mentioned partie-
will begin their work early this week. ularly the Frick art collection and in-
E osTc--- teresting people whom she met. Dane-
Rachel Bowden '33 Is ing and refreshments were enjoyed 
afterwards. Wed on Christmas Day 
Rachel Bowden '33, of Maroa, be-
came the bride of John B. Ammann 
of Indlanapolis in a ceremony per-
formed on Christmas morning at 
Spencer, Ind. Mrs. Ammann, who re-
sided at Pemberton Hall during her 
two years here, was a W AA member. 
She is employed at the Monitor school, 
and will complete her year there as 
teacher. 
---EISTC---
PAUL BLAIR, EX-EDITOR 
OF NEWS, VIBITS IIBRE 
---EISTC:---
Student, Graduate Are 1\'larried 
Lonnie Parr, a former Eastern stu-
dent of Lakewood, Tilinois and Betty 
Daugherty of Charleston were mar-
ried December 27 at Paris, Illinois. 
Mrs. Parr is a member of the student 
body and is active in Players, Glee 
Club, and orchestra. Mr. Parr teaches 
in a rural school near Lakewood. 
Paul Elliot Blair, former editor of SAN DE R S. STUD I 0 
the News, paid a visit to Eastern _ 
Wednesday for the first time in more 
than a year. He is now working in 
Danville and conducting an orches-
tra in his spare time. 
•' 
'·' 
An Exquisite and · 
Lasting Permanent 
,. 
The celebration here will be opened 
with a variety show in the auditorium 
staged mainly by talent from the col-~ 
lege. Chairs will be removed from the 
assembly room, and dancing will · pre-
vail for the remainder of the eve-
ning. A bridge tournament will be in 
progress in other rooms on the first 
floor. 
Eastman Speaks for 
Country Life Meeting 
Wesley C. Eastman, director of rural 
education, led the discussion at a meet-
ing of the Country Life club last Mon-
day evening. The topic dealt with ef-
forts to organize affiliated clubs in the 
county and get young people not in 
schools between the ages of 18 and 24 
into these organizations. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Andrews enter-
tained publication heads at a lunch-
eon Sunday. Those present were 
Florence Cottingham, Lois Cotting-
ham, Charles Austin, Stanley Elam, 
Vincent Kelly, and Alexander Sum- , 
mers. 
A permanent given by our expert operators will bring out all the hidden 
beauty in your hair that even you did not r ealize you possessed. For 
a perfectly "scrumptious" coiffure that will do wonders with your ap-
. pearance, come to 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
Proceeds from the Ball will go to the 
assistance of crippled children. 
---EISTC---
COUNCIL PLANS SECOND 
BANQUET FO:R LEADERS 
At the regular meeting of the 
council, scheduled Thursday, plans 
will be made for the Campus Lead-
ers' Banquet. This will be the first 
meeting of the group since vacation. 
The Council's fat treasury account is 
expected to be used in staging the 
annual banquet. 
---EISTc---
MISS ELLINGTON RESTS 
Out of danger followmg a major op-
eration at Memorial hospital in Mem-
phis, Tenn., four weeks ago, Miss Lena 
B. Ellington, m ember of the history 
department, is now recuperating at 
the home of her sister in Greenwood, 
Miss. She is expected to return to 
the college late this month. 
Home Cooked Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, SOIUPS 
Plate Lunches 25c 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
E. W. "Farmer" Rusk, local Farm 
Bureau adviser, and Mrs. Bessie Wil-
son, head of the Home Bureau, were 
special guests and offered their assist-
ance in making the club's plan a real-
ity. 
Meetings of the group are now held 
on alternate Monday and Wednesday 
of each month. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
Cllve Dick. Mgr. 
----EISTC:- --
When pl;:mning your purchases, 







RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER 
Phone 648 617 Lincoln 
Our Home Cooked Lunches-
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care. A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BIT...L" PANAS. Prop. 




West Side Square 
.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I ~ PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon lllinois 
Telephone 2700 
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The epidemic of Red hunts, in- ~ Fairchild, State Normal president, 
vest:.gations, suspensions, expulsions "made the serious mistake of yield-
and restrictions on free speech, ing." The Post-Dispatch summed up 
rampant in many univerities over the the manner in whi'ch the case de-
country in recent months, has spread veloped in their leading editorial on 
H . E . Phipps, Member of Science Faculty, 
Calls Attention to New Book 
to the illinois teachers colleges. Sunday, Dec. 22. Excerpts: 
In a survey of conditions at State I "Last May, three young men stu-
Norma:, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch dents at the State Normal University 
reports a "reign of intellectual ter- prepared short talks on behalf of in-
.wrism" to which Dr. Raymond W. ternational peace. One dea:t with 
"J ohn Taine is the 'nom de plume' of Eric Temple 
Bell, eminent mathematician, philosopher and Professor 
of Mathematics at California Institute of Technology. He 
is the author of several serious books, the latest of which 





religious attitudes toward war and 
peace. The second had for its theme 
the social significance of war. The 
third concerned the staggering costs 
J of war in terms of life and property. 
I 
Up to Armistice day, these students 
presented their ta1ks 11 times in the 
university community and the sur-
and such romances as 'The 
Purple Sapphire,' Quayle's 
Invension, Green Fire, Gold 
Tooth, etc. He has also pub-
l'ished numerous articles on 
mathematics and philosophy 
and is on the editorial board 
of the journal, 'Philosophy 
of Science.' 
" 'Before the Dawn' is 
rounding towns. Altogether, some . . . 
3500 h d h t th h d t ne1ther fict10n nor se1ence but persons ear w a ey a 0 a rather unique combination 
sa.;vT· h . . l of the two. 'Dr. Bell coined 
· en came Arm1st1ce day and they th d f t · h. h 
f lf.ll d . ·t . e wor an asCience, w 1c u 1 e an 1nv1 at10n to speak before m b hl d fi d Dr. Karl T. Compton, president of . . . . a.y e roug Y e ne as the K1wams Club m adJacent Bloom- u·t k h · the American Association for the . . erary wor avmg a warp 
mgton. In the aud1ence was a mem- of science and a weft of ll. E . PHIPPS Advancement of Science, voiced an ber of the Americanization com-
The hysteria of pseudo-patriotism sweeping over the opinion being increasing~y subs_c~ibed m1ss1on of the Illinois State Depart-
nation today in the guise of teachers loyalty oaths consti- to by intelligent Amencan Cltlzens I ment of the American Leo-ion. The 
tutes a very real menace to the American tradition of· aca- 111 a~ address at the St. Louis science resu t was a protest too President 
demic freedom. R epressive measures are instituted by meetmg ten days ago. He branded Fairchild to the effect that the talks 
patrioteers in the District of Columbia, as an aftermath of teachers' loyalty oath laws as "chid- reflected' Communlstic teachings 
1 t . "11 t t th· ,. t . lShly futile" and prompted by the "The Chl·cag·o Amerl··can a H. ea t 
fantasy,' to describe it. 
·'The story deals with the history of the world in 
the Mezozoic and early Cenozoic Ages as revealed by the 
'televisor.' This is a complex apparatus developed by a 
young physicist named Lantry and his co-workers in the 
la.boratories of the American Television Corporation. It 
grew out of the suggestion of Prof. Sellar, a famous 
Mayan archeologist, that light striking stones and fossils 
must have done something to the electrons in this mate-
rial, and if this were true, proper examination should 
loyalty oath legs a 10n, 1 us ra es 1s m no uncer a1n , rs 
fashion. Suspect textbooks are being examined; supporters 'same kind of .. emotional and_ mob 1 paper, seized on the prot~st. Playing 
of the law have requested a list of all magazines used for psychol~gy . which burned Wltches. , up the story in a sensational manner, 
classwork and collateral reading. drove pllgnms out . of ~urope, and · it made a great to-do about 'the Red 
The News recognizes, along with leadin,g~ educators ove:c 
the country, that it is essential for teachers to be loyal to 
the principles of government and of personal rights set 
forth in the Constitution of the United States and of that 
particular state 'in which they teach. But to attempt to 
legislate this loyalty in a discriminatory manner is sheer 
folly. Tactics employed thus far in the program by ~he 
advocates are not only grossly unfair; they are supinely 
irrationa.l. If a teacher, still cherishing some faith in dem-
ocratic principles, refuses to goosestep for the patrioteers, 
he is forthwith branded as a "tool of the Soviet." Could 
anything be more autocratic? 
For irrationality, the program is a prize specimen. Critic 
after critic has pointed out that a government and a con-
st'itution whch require test oaths and force bills to sustain 
them must be in a wobbly position; that if our government 
is to endure it can stand any amount of discussion, free 
speech and the exercise of civil liberty. If the government 
is in danger of collapse, all the .oaths between here and 
Addis Ababa, even via the lands of Hitler and Mussolini, 
wnt.~e people have a puppet-like devotion to oaths, will not 
bolster it up. But the loyalty oath promoters, poor tor-
tured souls, engulfed in the fog of their own patriotism, 
remain convinced that lip service is the ultimate token of 
allegiance. 
A Distinctive Yearbook- A Bare 
Record. It's Up to Us. 
Warbler heads, with the permission of President R. G. 
Buzzard, are giving to you, the owners, your choice of a 
mediocre or a distinctive yearbook. A mediocre book would 
contain no color work, fewer and less elaborate dlvision 
pages, no interpretative photographs and no index. The 
distinctive book, at a11 extra cost of twenty-five cents per· 
student upon receiving it, would probably include all of 
these features. 
Although they believe that the increased cost would be 
small in comparison to the increase in quality, the Warbler 
heads recogn'ize that the Warbler belongs to those who pay 
for it. They recognize, too, the practical impossibility of 
allowing a deficit. 
Therefore, since decreased enrollment has meant a cur·-
tailed budget, this assessment is suggested as a mEans of 
placing the annual on a financial footing equal to that of 
last year's prize-winner. 
We all endorse the proposition that an annual is worth 
making-because it is a treasure-house of college memories, 
because it advertises our school, because it is a possession 
that grows more valuable in future years. 
Is it worth making well? 
has led many nat10ns mto useless creed' at a school maintained at 
wars." 
'public expense to train teachers' 
N o Fleeting Fad- and talks by 'flag scoffers' in the 
That the loyalty oath vogue is no 'guise of world peace.' That news-
Leeting fad is evidenced by the fact paper, on Dec. 10, quoted the com-
that laws requir~ng them are now in plaining L~gionnaire as saying: 
effect in 22 states, and 20 more leg- 'Throw them out. No matter under 
islatures are slated to act upon them what guise they spread their sub-
in the near future. vers:ve propaganda, it is unthinkable 
The District of Columbia illustrates that they should be a:lowed to be 
Continued on Next Page 
CAPS and lower case 
The BIG and little in Review 
By Tlse Editor • • • 
the extreme to which the loyalty oath helped further by tax money.' IT 'S LITTLE WONDER 
move can be carried. The patrioteers "The proper course for Pt·esident That such a large element of our citizenry looks dubi-
there have not been content with Fairchild, as the head of an institu- ously upon the oft-heralded virtues of college education. 
having obtained a regulation that re- tion which has been a leader in the Even the saner portions of student bodies must sometimes 
quires all school teachers to certify deve'opment of teaching methods, doubt. Most recent indication that the college education 
month_y-as a preliminary ceremony was to stand by his students, pend- fails in 'its efforts to teach toleration, understanding, and 
to receipt of their salaries-that they ing a thorough examination of their reflection happened last week at Iowa State college. Tnere 
have not "taught" or advocated 1 utterances. What he did was to issue a group of lmpetuous farm boys hanged in effigy mem-
Communism. They have driven the 1 a statement saying he held 'no brief bers of the Supreme Court. The nine old men had just 
Boarct of Education to an examination for the three young· men in question Schectered another New Deal pet-the AAA. That agencY 
of suspect textbooks. The latest re- or any of our students whose th:nk- was dear to tlle hearts of the Iowans. It was of no less 
port is that they are calling for a list ing- and utterances are un-Arnerican' importance to Illinois. But students of an Iowa college 
of a 1 magazines used for class work 1 and that he deplored the notice which were so. loyal to t~e gift-givin~ New Deal ma~nspring that 
and corateral reading. 1 ~ad come to the university because I t~1ey d1~ tn~ un':'1sest of all thmgs: How .w~Uld the nat'ion 
D" . . t L ' . 1 t' - these few persons h appen to be VIew thiS SituatiOn: a group of mdustnahsts-there are 
Wiscrunmh. ta or~ - et:gls a Ion 11 among its students.' j thousands of them, and don't forget it-gather at some as mg on pr esen s, on a sma , . · t d h · fi · Pr · d t 
1 h t .1 b ' This opened the way for a meet- eene spo an ang m e 1gy es1 en Roosevelt. P eople sea e, w a may easl y ecome na- ldn't l 'k ·t And d 't · ·· 
t . "d ·f ff t· ·t· . t wou 1 e 1 . we on llke the deplorable act1on 10nw1 e _1 e ec 1ve opposi Ion IS no l (Continued on Page 5) o·f Iowa State college students. 
forthcommg. The oath vogue there 
shows that such laws may culminate \ 
in "witch hunts," a tearing up of text 
books, shackled opinion, suppressed I 
classroom freedom and a destruction 
of the very sources of information. 
These evils are on·y attendant short-
comings. The fundamental fo~ly of 
the oath laws is that they are dis-
criminatory; they constitute class 
legislation directed against the 
teachers. Such an affront to the in-
The Soap Box 
* * * * 
Invites students and facwty 
members to voice their optmons 
on topics concerned with college 
lSfe. Please limit letters to 150 
words, sign communications. 
tegrity of teachers can not enger:der The Why of N 0 A's 
I A BOOK THAT SHOULD : : : Be required reading for the citizenry is Stanley Walk-
er's latest study .called "Mrs. Astor's Horse." This absurdly 
titled book talks about a lot of absurd people and things 
which most of us can remember. For instance, there is 
Sally Rand, Mae West, Jimmy Walker, Life in Hollywood, 
I and other topics of contemporary nature. Critics have 
never been able to find any fault with the way Walker 
writes, and most of them are awed by the amazing panoply 
of facts he collects. Why, reading about so artless a 
creature as Sally Rand becoms amazing history of this 
befogged nation in the past ten years. 
loyalty. Real lovers of Amencan 
idea's should naturally be the first to Dear So~p Box: MAY WE PRESENT AS : : : 
revolt at such a procedure. Dyed-in- . The first day your c~ass meets, the F irst guest artist of the New Year, Miss Frances Dur-
the-wool Reds, if history is to be be- ~ mstructor passe~ ?ut slips of paper. gee who writes: "Now this isn't going to be a lot of New 
lieved will not let the mere formality He then says, First, put your name Year's Resolutions. They have definitely passed out with 
of lip' servlce deter them from dis- at ~he top o: this paper. Then put ?ow ties. The _main t~ing to consider about a N~w Year 
· t· th i theori·es. maJor and mmor. (Pause). Pass them l is that everythmg wh1ch was before has passed mto ob-
semma mg e r I" . F tt th t . 1 . . 
, . in, please." tvton. orgo en are e na s of wmnmg the new gym-
Secretary Ickes V1ews- Then when final grades are issued present are the plans for breaking sod for the new one 
Ha~old L. Ickes, Secretar~ of the all those who are taking history rna- the first day of spring. Gone are the days when the audi-
Intenor, has forcefully pomted the jors are awarded A's and all those torium was chapel. Not only is it now used for social 
I issue for academic freedom, which, as 1 who are art majors are glven A's in purposes, but it is~after the new year, the girls' gym. The Legion at Normal t~e District of Columbia spectac~e ln- 1 art. Si Perltins i~n·t go.ing to .yell at the basketball games any-
. " . .. _ d I d1cates, is seriou.sly menaced by the Troub'e with us two-year people is .nore. He either 1s getting too old or else he landed too 
Arnencan Legion patrioteers, Jittery over p.ans a - lt t"' M r k "" I · · · · · " 
. 1 St t N 1 t l loya Y oa u move, . r, c. es ~4as that we have no maJ·or or minor and nard the last time. The News IS .gomg to reform but no~. vanced for world peace m ta ks by three a e orma s u - ·d · f f t th t th y th ~ ' d" 1 f · · · ft." t ·th th ad t"'d b sa1 , 1n e- ec , _a _ e ou o* we are forgotten about. 1n any ra 1ca sense. Pro essor Colseybur 1s gomg to wnte 
dents because the plans con Ic ed Wl ose voca :- Y I America must not only leave Ollr in- , · , less poetry and more jokes. He aims to please and h'is 
the Legio_n, ~ed a protest with the State Normal president, 11 stitutions of lea.rning with a firm l:>e- -Don t-Take-Me~Senous y. public demands it. All sports writers are going to change 
R. Y'· Fairchild. As a result, the t~ee st~dents were p~rad- · lief in American principles; they mu~t the scores so as to favor Easteru. Why not prevaricate 
ed 111 the Hearst press for a f~rtmght pnor to ~he .holidays be aware of and familiar with the The New Year With a Smile. once in a while? What a New Year t his will be! If there 
as enemies .of the United Sta~es flag and constltu.twn.. . dangers threatening the democratic Dear Soap Box: are any objectons-the Soa.p Box is yours! " 
T~e in.cident poses some. Importa~t problems m Illl~ois system of government and how best Almost every letter that is pub-
teachmg crrcles. The American LegiOn has no authonza- t d ff th t d lished in this column is a criticism of 
tion to pass judgment upon the patriotism of American ° war 0 a, anger, sc.meone or something. While that is 
citizens, or to interrogate them about their exercise of con- :: :; the purpose of this column, does all 
stitutional rights. With conscientious ignoramuses pro- of that criticism have to be adverse? 
moting teacher lyoalty oath laws and trying in various ..•. Out of the Past.... Can't we find some good points to 
other manners to shackle education in the true sense of •• •• publicize? Take, for instance, our libr-
•• 5 1! the word, it is unfortunate that President Fairchild and ary. Oh, I know it's all crowded up 
the three Normal students should submit so meekly to this 1.'EN YEARS AGO but after all it's the books we're inter-
first major piece of intellectual fettermg in the Illinois Week of January 4-11 ested in. And if you ask me we have 
teachers colleges. It is too bad that the self-appointed die- Eastern ranked fifth in the numb~r a swell lil:>rary. Then consider our 
tators of individual thinking could not have met with a" nf teachers turned out in 1925, with faculty. We're always saying about an 
firm a reception as President Robert Maynard Hutchi!ls 156. instructor, "He's not all there," but 
of the University of Chicago gave the wet-firecracker attack Central Normal of Danville, Ind .. really now, haven't you found that 
of Druggist Walgreen last April. Dr. Hutchins stated th::: defeated Eastern, 33-27. you like most of the teachers? Then 
case firmly, clearly and una lterably when he said: "Th~ how about our buildings and campus. 
American people must decide whether they will longer tol- ONE YEAR AGO Now it isn't fair to compare them with 
erate the search for truth. If they will, the universities Week of J anuary 2-8 state universities. And did you ever 
will endure and give light and leading to the nation. If "Joker" Jones fractured arm whil€ see a nicer school of this size? I'm not 
they will not, then as a great political scientist has put it playing basketball 'in practice session the kind that stands around and 
we can blow out the light and fight it out in the dark; for here. preaches loyalty but I'm tired of this 
when the voice of reason is silenced, the rattle of machine Eastern debaters slated to be host continual knocking about Eastern. 
guns begins." to Olivet college Monday. A Loyal Freshman. 
WE WON'T BE SATISFIED : : : 
In 1936 until: Professor Colseybur goes on a "Red" 
hunt at the Panther Lair .... Eastern defeats at least 
one Indiana t.eam (pr eferably Rose Poly 'cause it's the 
only one left to play) .... Spence and Cooper sta.ge their 
celebrated dance again .... Mr Seymour presents another 
record rec'ital in chapel . . . . The White Hussars play 
a return engagement .. . . Some 'big-name' orchestra 
plays an Eastern dance .... Joe Henderson tips the scales 
at 200 . . . . Christmas vacation comes again . 
UNHERALDED PROGRESS : : : 
I s be'ing made in Eastern's program to improve hous-
ing conditions. In a. recent r eport Miss Nathile McKay, 
Dean of Women, r·eveals that conditions are much more 
desirable in most respects than at an y time in the past. 
Organization of all householders into a compact, working 
together has helped more than anything else toward 
bringing condit'ions somewhere near the ideal. New pro-
grams instituted during the past two years have saved 
time, money, and worry for students and householders 
as well. 
The Last Trump 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
.... . . ' ...... . ""' .... .. ... -,• -~ ' 
EXPECTS MUCH 
,, 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Inquisition Stirs 
Newspaper Editors 
<Cont.i.nued from Page 4) 
ing of the students with the Legion's 
Americanization Commission, arrang-
ed by President Fairchtld. According 
to a report of the meetlng, the stu-






What does the month of J anuary 
make you think of? 
Ruby' Stallings '36 - The Christ-
mas presents I didn't get and a nice 
1 clean slate. 
COLSEYBUR'S YEARLY MESSAGE 
A. D. 1936 
""""" 
unthinking tools of Soviet Russia, What this college n eeds most is an 
that the American Legion has 'the efficient clock-setter-backer for 
Mickey Spence '36 - Junior. 
Fern Ta't '36 - February. 
Emma He· gen '38 -
time left for vacation. 
There's no 
Students and F aculty of the Eastern IHi- only workable plan for peace and Tuesday and Thursda,y night dances. 
nois State Teachers College at Charleston, Illi- wiJ not tolerate the presentation of 
nois (see map for details), greetings! A year any other plan' and that, in the Here it is the 14th of January and 
has passed since we wrote our last yearly mes- words of one of the inquisitors: 'Boys, no proposa.:s yet. 
Ralph Mcintosh '38 
right now. 
S pring, 
sage. Another year will go by-pardon us, we we don't want to threaten you, but 
must be on the wrong speech-! Anyway, this we have a means of putt ing you in a 
is the TC News, Alexander Andrew Swrune1·s, IPROF. COLSEYBUR category.' 
Agnes Worland '37 - A gate guard-
ed by a two headed monster and a 
Campus Christening: Harold "Looks" new A. D. number to remember. 
Younger. Rex Hovious · '36 - Goody! Goody! editor, and Vincent Kelly, business manager. "What country is tnis? I s it Italy 
These splendid young men are no new-comers in EI journalistic circles. Indeed, or Germany, where dictators te'l . ' 
their names-along with those of Roy Wilson, Stanley Elam, and Ole Poker: people what to think and say, or is 1 A:f.ter , hearmg Lew Sa~ett s advice, 
We get a new calendar. 
Face, are household by-words-(That ·t th U 't d St t h f ~ Wnters club members beheve they can 
1 e m e a es, w ere ree4om k 't 
isn't right, ls it? Oh, yes, we have I T W II to speak according to one's own con- rna e some m?ney wr iting. (Yes, wn -
* * * * 
it now.) Students a.nd Faculty of the ..... ast rump eeps science is guaranteed by the Oon- ing hom~ fOJ; It), 
Eastern Illinois State Teachers Colleg·e stitution? 
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN 
located at Charleston, Illinois (see 1930 "Whiffen:pocflc" Types Thirty 
census), greetings! How glad we are "We have read the three talks 1\.S 
to be back again-how glad, we say, printed in the Bloomington Panta~ 
to be once more a part of this noble Our Roy has accepted a posi- I graph, which fortunately showed a 
We're still looking for the absent-
minded professor who lectures to his 
steak and cuts his classes. n u ~.~~!~~t2~! 
institution-(as'ide) how much time ti•on wit!l the Ha1tman-Jefferson commendable desire to present all the 
Printing Company in Springfield. I facts in the case. There i" noth~"' !r J oe IIenders~m, after the ho~iday's : 
have we left? Chorus-"Five months- I " ,4~~ It' b tt t k 
thirteen days-four hours and twenty- We wish "Whiffenpoofle" the best subversive in what the students .l'Jaid, s e er o be bro e than never to 
u n ' =~t~e :;:.~.:: ::; 
k M tb h h have loved at all. six minutes! ") of luc.. ore .an once e as if by subversive is meant that which 
the students or faculty in this. 
your column. 
done things the way we would have threatens Amer:can principles. It is 
Won't be long until we can lock up 
the deans. 
done them. More than once he true that the talks show the enthus- Did you know tha,t: Fifty peop:e stay-
has done them "a darn sight bet- iasm and in several places the over- in Char· eston over the holidays, not Donald R. Alter: So the Etruscans 
were fina.lly driven out of Rome. ter." PTes:dent of Sigma Delta, statement characteristic of youth. But counting natives? 
We expect the Supreme Court to 
declare our History department un-
constitutional one of these days. 
Fancy the SCA unconstitutional! 
Footsey Blair, former News editor, 
again pu2.ls the unexpected. He visit-
ed Ea.stem last Tuesday. 
Publicity Director, columnist, bus- taken all in all, they indicate that 
iness manager, sports and feature their authors were thinking seriously 
writer, and editor - these posi- and with insight about the grave 
tions were held by Roy Wilson. menace of militarism and war. Presi-
Luck to you, Roy'! Beware of the I dent Fairchild should be proud to 
women! If you do steal money, I know that hls university and faculty 
steal enough to make it worth , are producing students of this sort, 
while. Congratulations to the "As for the Americanization Corn-
Hartman-Jefferson Printing Com- mission of the Illinois Legton, if it 
pany and give our regards to wants to serve itself and its Stat~, it 
Playboy Spence has 
coat. It's his 'en, too. 
a new over- Tripp! will forget the so-called t:hreat of 
Prof. Burris has a new top coat-
But to life there's neither rhyme 
nor reason, 
Some derbies enter their 
season. 
Cracker-box 
Cannot Be Re-muddled 
seventh 
~'-!. E. Phipps Calls 
Attention to Book 
(Contiuuea from Page 4) 
Russian Communism for ~ while a:qq 
oppose the far more dangerous thre~t 
of Fascist control. Fasc:sm is ju§t as 
foreign to American soil a~ Qommun ... 
ism is. The organization whiQh 
would employ the one ancl OPPOSe t he 
---------------~ 
1 
other has a conception ot :preserving 
• 1 American principles that i.s not only rev~al the .. true age of early rums. Ex- I inconsistent but a threat in itself to 
penmentatwn led to even greatel' ! . , • 
Our new gym is just around the 1 th' th 1 d b . 1 ed so those very princ~ples, 
I 
mgs an 1a een 1mag n , 
Horner. that the technicians finally succeeded El!;Tc-.-~-- -
-- in projecting a three ctiment'ional e 50 Thrift Pr1ze Is 
Nine for the Beams! image of the past onto an area, acres Off d b U • •t 
Plasterers here, plumbers there- in extent. The observers walked on I ere y niversi y 
Workmen almost everywhere- this arena as the spectacle of moun- ---
B~ock that door, hold that line, tain ranges being formed, prehistoric The department of economics of 
As they did in '99! monsters battling to the death, etc., the University of Illino:s anngunc~s 
__ appeared all about them as the ftele- a prize of $50, which is the inoom~ 
It took the Charleston G. men v'isor' unravelled the past. One par- from a fund establisheq by the com~ 
five days to locate Ole Poker Face ticularly powerful dinosaur, nick- mittee on War Savings Stl'\,m:ps Sales 
and deliver a xmas card from one of named 'Belshazzar' by the technicians, for Il'inois. The prize, which is of-
the more effusive members of the I :s the central figure in the story ttnd fered annually, will be given this 
staff, notwithstanding the fact that his wanderings are followed in some year tor the best Essay on the sub-
the address was 100 per cent correct. detail. ject, "Effect of O~d Age Insurance 
But that doesn't bother half as "When one has finished reading the on Saving," and is open to any un-
much as receiving an invitation from book, one wonders if he has not been 1 dergraduate in the State university, 
R. T . to see Springfield by moonlight, reading a vivid descript'ion of an eye or in anyt other college or university 
which was delivered to a neighbor witness." in the S ate of Illinois, who has had 
and reached us on January 6. E1sTc a course in the principles of econ· 
-- CONFINED TO HO.SPITAL omics, 
It seems as if those who "wintered --- Essays will be due May 1, and 
in Florida" during vacation really Lucile Thomas is convalescing in a · shou'd not be longer than SOOO words. 
"wintered." 
When ex-bus boy L. Cl~p trades 
his Olds for a p!ane, just watch 
Sigma Delta and her grandchildren 
fly high. 
lUngfish Branches Out 
Prof. C. H . Coleman accompanied 
Prof. G. H. Seymour upon a recent 
speaking tour in the capacity of 
bodyguard. In commenting upon the 
tour, Prof. Seymour was heard to 
remark: "It's been a long time since 
there has been a doub~e funeral on 
the faculty " 
To Our Legal Adviser-Horatio Black! 
Thank you for your Xmas Greet-
ings. Thanks, also, for the New 
Year 's card Sorry we can't lend 
you that hundred dollars you are 
about to ask for as our funds are all 
tied up in Charleston. 
Although we may sleep through 
class, we're a:ways there in spirit. 
Love itself must rest-at least until 
the plasterers are out of the Ite-
ception room. 
We predict a happy and prosperous 
New Year for the happy and pros-
perous. 
When George Henry inquires about 
our health, we are touched. 
Two pigeons were found in the 
Pem Hall parlors on December 17. I 
St. Louis hospital following an oper~ i Th~ committee to judge the merits of 
ation during the holidays. She wm
1 
the essays is compo~ed of Professor 
not be able to return to school for sev~ I S. Lit~an ot the department of 
eral weeks, according to latest word. I econom.cs, Professor F. A. Russell of 
the department of busines.$ or~ani~­
tion and operation, anct Profe$SOr 
Even during vacation the Hall is full Alta G, S!lunders of the. ctep~rtment 
of birds. of business E'nglisp, fl,ll of the Uni~ 
-~ - 1 versity of Illinoi.s. Furtlwr details 
Prof. Alter, of the social committee, 1 m ay be obtained !rom Professor E. L . 
suggests that all dances be held on I Bogart, head of the departm~nt of eco-
Sunday nights in order to get all the nomics, 225 Commerce :auilding1 Ur-
students back for Monday classes. bana, Illinois, 
---EII!ITe--~ 
Imagine how our civic pride suf- Remember your friends with flowers. 
fered when we h~d to turn on the · They say it best- Lee's Flower Shop, 
radio to get ~ny noise on riew Year's 1
1
413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
eve, 
--- STUDENTS~ Every department has its day- this I 
being the day, we take it, of the I 
Industr:al Arts department. i 
Sorry, the Supreme Court . declared I 
our three best cracks unconstitutional. / 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't 
we. We say, isn't we? 
Signed Ole Poker Face. 
USOL • • 0 • 
Your Patronage WUI Be 
Appreciated 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING STATION 
at Tenth and Lincoln 
~-------·! 
• Creosote Oil 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
PHONE 85 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
Goemet-f'iQ Solution: Bright Girl: About 431 B . C.? 
Mr. Alter: Oh, I didn't mean a date. Given: I l~ve you 
To prove: Vt1u love me 
Proof: I lov~ you (given) 
Theretor~; l 1'\ID t\ lover 
Did you think I wanted a date? 
Bright Girl: Yes. 
All the world loves a lover (axiom) 
YQ.u're all the world to me (constant) 
Therefore you love ME (integrator.) 
Mr. Alter: We!l, I didn't. 
mitted by Harriet Irwin. 
Sub-
-The Tower 
Jay B. MacGregor: "Frankly, I 
haven't been driven to the thoughts of 
-- suicide, that is, seriously. I have al-
A Brand New Excuse, Fellows I ways considered the matter." Submit-
A budding· zoologist asked: Why not 1 ted by Fern Webster. 
give a lcohol to cri'ckets to keep them 1 --
fr om freezing up in winter. Arthur Spence (practice teaching in 
-- English 11) : "Time is short so we won't 
A psychologist has noted that "out have time to dip into "The River." 
of 10(} morons I have found that only Submitted by Catherine Lumbrick. 
one wears a mustache.'' But there's 
lots of proof that morons can grow 
mustaches. 
They say tha t a number of t:appers 
ipva.ded the sanctified halls of Pem 
Hall over the vacation. At least lamps 
were knocked over and feathers were 
strewn! all about the front parlors. 
---EISTC---
Donald R. Alter: Now the duttes 
of the censors were the duties of a 
censor, in a sense. Submitted by 
Harriet Irw·n. 
---E1STc---
COUNTRY LIFE CLUB TO 
HOLD SOCIAL MEETING 
COUntry Life club members will meet 
70 TREES PLANTED ON for their regular social hour next Man-
LINCOLN FIELD TRAC'r I day night. Presentation of a short 
-- play, songs, and playing of games will 
.About 7? trees have been planted .on be featured. Place of meeting will be 
Lmcoln Field by groundsmen workmg announced later this week. 
under the direction of Superintendent 
C. F. Monier. A line of trees has 
been transplanted to the west side of 
the baseball diamond. In the past 
there has been no shade to shield ath-
letes from the afternoon sun. Trees / 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
a lso h ave been planted behind golf I FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
greens, recently constructed by DAILY 
groundsmen. 
1 
In addition to providing shade and r-----------------r 
golfing hazards, Lincoln Field should 
appear considerably more beautiful 
when the trees have grown. 
---E!STc---
Shorty's Beauty Parlor & Barber 
ShOJ:>-Special, $1.75; complete, $2.00 
u,p; permanents, shampoo and waves, 
facia's, 50c to $2.00. Hair cuts to 
suit college students. 
---E1STC---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
THE 
CASH GROCERY 
Tomato Soup .................. 7c can 
Milk, large cans .......... H~c can 
Pork & Beans ................ 5c can 
Hominy .............................. 5c can 





Former $2.45 to $2.95 values. 
Not old, but up - to-the-minute 
styles in broken sizes. 
$2.99 
Smart Paris fashions in Birch 
Bark leath ers, and wide stra.ps. 
Former $3.95 values. 
$3.99 
Just a few pairs of these tempt-
ing values. The cream of the 
stock. Regularly $4.95. 
99c 
Your choice of Brown or Black, 
All Rubber, Fleece 'Lined Ga-
loshes. A real value. 
A&G SHOE MART 
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Indiana T earns-State, Central-Humble Panthers Again 
Sycamores Score 
51 to 22 Victory 
''Big J awn'' Miklozek Paces 
State; Reserves Show Best fo.r 
Locals as Regulars Falter. 
Wally Marks' Indiana State Syca-
mores pointedly said "no foolin' " 
about their overwhelming victory 
gained here over the locals a month 
ago by trouncing the Panthers with 
equal ease at Terre Haute Tuesday 
night, 51-22. So simple was the bus-
iness of scoring an impressive win 
that a Terre Haute newspaper was 
led to petition thusly: 
"Bring on some stronger competi-
tion for those Sycamores." 
Miklozek Scores 1\lost 
"Long Jawn" Miklozek, who gets 
generous newspaper publicity for rea-
sons other than his 6 foot 5 inch 
frame, was simply sizzling Tuesday 
night and Sycamore fans practically 
offered a burnt offering when the 
long one stepped out to snare 18 
points. He wasn't exactly the whole 
show, but the Panthers had to admit 
he was everything but the stage 
hand. He ran himself practically 
weary sneaking under the Blue and 
Grey basket for point after point. 
Tops Viator Scorers Eastern tQ. Tangle 
With Fighting Irish 
Of Viator Tonighf 
Colorful, green-shirted St. Viator 
college will play tonight, ostensibly to 
hand Eastern its first defeat in Lit-
tle Nineteen competition this year. The 
Green Wave, however, will be battling 
against its seasonal jinx; the ever-pres-
ent sign Eastern exercises over the 
Irish on their own floor. 
In four games this season St. Viator 
has emerged victorious in three. They 
opened by whipping Joliet Junior col-
lege, 41-39, in an overtime period. 
Northern Illinois College of Optometry 
sprung a surprise in the next game, 
whipping Viator 52-27. St. Olaf college 
of Minnesota was no match, losing 
53-30. Valparaiso university of Indiana 
held St. Viator to a 26-22 victory. 
j Coaches Green Wave 
Personnel of the visiting team is 
sprinkled with stars. Dean of the stars 
is Don Betourne, center for the past 
two seasons but since moved to for-
ward when a freshman ousted him 
from the pivot post. Betourne is high 
point man of the Viator squad. Be-
l tourne's running mate is Thomas Gib- . b 1 tt f t John McNamara mentors St. VIator, ons, a e erman or wo seasons. , . 
"Bull' M h 6 f t f . h Eastern s foe for tomght. ona an, ee , our Inc es . _ ______________ _ 
high, is Viator's new center. He is a 
sensational youngster from Chats- B T earn Schedule to 
worth. 
Danny Blazevitch plays at guard, a Feature Four Gamef 
position with which he is familiar aft-~ --
er two seasons' regular play. "Red" Me- Eastern B team-the Cubs - have 
Central Subdues 
Locals, 53 to 27 
Williams Garners 22 Points as 
Central Breeze'S to Second Con-
quest of Panther Quint. 
Indiana Central Normal of Danville 
Ind., again proved too powerful for the 
Panthers, winning about as they pleas-
ed in a game at Danville .saturday 
night by a 53-27 score. The game 
offered one redeeming point; no more 
this season does Eastern play either 
Indiana State or Central Normal. Four 
games have been lost to these two 
Hoosier squads. 
Coach Angus started, and played for 
most of the game, a revised line-up. 
Brown was shifted to center in place 
of Shaw and stayed there throughout 
the game. Jack Austin got the call at 
I guard and played about three quarters of the game. This new line-up start-
ed out wit h all indications of giving 
the Centralites a real battle. For about 
15 minutes of the first half they stay-
ed only a basket or so behind Normal. 
With four minutes to go Central rallied 
sternly and esta blished itself in a 30-17 
half-time lead. 
Eastern couldn't threaten t he flying 
Hoosiers in the second half, as Wil-
liams, lanky forward, spurted to boost 
his total point score to 22. He garner-
ed 11 baskets to capture high point 
honors with ease. 
The Statesmen gained such a clear-
cut lead early in the game that our 
Panthers may just as well have stuck 
around ·center court waiting for the 
next tip-off in the second half. So 
secure was the Sycamore lead that 
Mr. Marks decided to give his relief 
hands a chance to clown for the 
home crowd. They joined in the 
jollity of the evening for almost half 
the game, and, as that most frayed 
foondoggle has it, "acquitted them-
selves with honors." 
Don Betourne is the leading scorer, 
for St. Viator team, which plays EI 
tonight. 
Elligott rounds out the team at the three games remaining on their four-
other guard position. He has not game card, with the chance that three 
committed a personal foul this season. or four other games may be arranged 
Eastern (27)- FG. 



















Cubs Bow to State Normal Reserves 
By 42-35 Score; Warmoth Is EI Star 
Holds Big Half-Time Lead ----------------------·---------· 
Indiana State held a 23-7 half lead. 
The locals gave their best performance 
after the second half opened when 
they closed the gap to a 28-18 stand-
ing. Indiana's first string re-entered 
the fray and the Hoosier si:de of the 
score board began going 'round and 
round' again. 
Shaw led Panther scorers with a 
total of nine points. Substitutes play-
ed excellent floor games for Eastern, 
and were the chief compensations of 
an otherwise dreary evening. 
Indiana State (51) FG. FT. PF. 
Eastabrook, f. · .................. 2 0 3 
St. Clair, f. ···· ~···············0 1 0 
Hinton, f ........................... 3 2 0 
Stoffers, f. . ....................... 2 0 0 
Miklozek, c. . ................... 8 2 2 
Burton, g ........................... 5 0 1 
Wey, g ............................... 1 0 1 
Carr, g ............................... 2 0 0 
Hoffman, g ....................... 0 0 0 
Stephens, g ..................... 0 0 1 
Totals ............................ 23 5 8 
WAA BOWLERS WIN 'I Eastern state's B team lost to State 
FIRST IN CONTEST Normal seconds here Saturday aft~r­
noon by a 42-35 score. A rally which 
FOR CHAMPIONSHIP tied the score with five minutes of 
time remaining fell short of sending 
the locals ahead. Normal gathered 
forces, scored 10 points and handed 
the Cubs defeat in their first start. 
Winning 10 matches while losing 
only two, the W AA bowlers won t he 
Ladies' tournament sponsored by the 
Charleston Bowling Alleys, located on 
Sixth street. The tourney ended early 
last week. Nearest rival of the col-
leg·e team scored only seven victories 
as against five defeats. 
Members of the local team are Lu-
cille Abbee, Ginger Cayez, Grace 
Warmoth, Eastern center, scored 17 
points for the losers. His steady scor-
ing kept the Cubs in the game. Rex 
Burgess played a stellar game at one 
guard for the locals. 
Lyons, Normal forward, paced the 
victors with five baskets and five free 
Scheibal, and Captain Helen Carver. throws-15 points. Dossett and Brena-
---EISTC---
Intramural T ourney 
Launched T hursday 
man also scored high for Normal. 
Normal had a commanding lead at 
half time, leading 21-11. The Cubs 
narrowed the margin and attained the 
-- aforementioned tie before succumbing. 
Intramtiral basketball play for a Normal virtually won the game on Us 
round-robin championship opened ability to hit free throws, making 12 
last Thursday evening. Additional to seven for EI. 
games were played Saturday after- EosTc---
noon and night. NORMAL FEUD RESUMED 





Eastern Illinois (22) FG. 
Curry, f ............................. 2 
Cole, f ............................... 0 
ament is being managed by John \ Eastern's second basketball game of 
I 
Ritchie who ~lso was in. charge last the week will be pla~ed against ~tate 
' Normal at Normal thiS Saturday mght. ye~: · 1 t eeks -play and the Normal is a traditional rival with an-Holmes, f ......................... 1 0 
Mahon, f. . .... : .................... 2 0 2 
Loewis, f ............................. 0 0 0 
Shaw, c ............................. 4 1 0 
Jones, c ............................. 0 0 0 
Tedrick, g ......................... 0 0 2 
Austin, g ........................... 0 0 1 
Brown, g ........................... 0 0 0 
Cossins, g ......................... ! 0 0 
Carlock, g. . ....................... 0 0 1 
Totals ............................ 10 2 9 
--- EIST·c----
TWO TILTS SCHEDULED 
WITH ROSE ENGINEERS 
Two games with Rose Polytechnic 
institute of Terre Haute, Ind., have 
been added to the Panther schedule 
The first Rose Poly game will be play-
ed on the local court Jan. 22, and the 
second is scheduled for Terre Haute 
on Feb. 18. 
Rose Poly is resuming basketball ac-
tivity this season after a lapse of five 
years. Before the sport was discon-
tinued by the Engineers, Rose Poly 
was one of Eastern's most spirited riv-
als. 
Inners 111 as w ' other of those "Cogdal-classics,' which 
scores of games are: 
Panther Lair 25, Phi Sigs 7; Gil- spells trouble for the locals. 
---EISTc-----bert Boys 24; Parkas 15; Flying 
Dutchman 26, Republicans 15; Vik- Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
ings 24, Darkhorses 17; Fidelis 16, 39· Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh 
Flyers 15 (overtime); "Newts" 22, 
Titans 10; Republicans 10, Parkas 9; 
Flying Dutchman 13, Gilbert Boys 
18; Phi Sigs 17, Dark Horses 14; Vik-
ings 17, Lair 9; Flyers 23, Titans 11. 
Some of the high scorers in single 
games were Linder, 12 points; Wald-
rip, 10; Vern Owens, 9; McClure, 9; 
Owens, 12; W. Ritchie, 8. 
not unexpected since the sport 
been allowed to lapse. 
has 
street. 
.A Subject for 
Much Thought 
to the co!lege student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will make an A. 
"VVERDEN GROC. 
South Side Square 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
PHONE 404 
later in the season. Chanute Field is 
coming here this Saturday night to 
renew a rivalry begun last year when 
the locals were forced to bow in over-
whelming defeat. 
Curry, f ........................... 2 
Brown, c ........................... 2 
Tedrick, g ......................... 2 
Austin, ,g. . ......................... 0 
Mahon, g ........................... 0 
Shaw, g ............................. 2 
Cossins, g ......................... 0 After Chanute, Eastern will meet State Normal in a return game at Nor-
mal on Feb. 1. Chanute will play host 
to the Cubs Feb. 8. Totals .............................. 9 9 11 
It is probable that a game with the Central (53)- FG. FT. PF. 
Indiana State freshmen will be ar- Williams, f ................... 11 0 0 
ranged soon. Charleston's CCC camp Englehart, f ................... ..4 4 3 
team is looked upon as another possi- Raudebush, c ................... 1 () 1 
ble foe. Cobb, g ............................... 0 0 
The Cubs are being coached by W . Morris, g ........................... 3 1 
S. Angus with the student-assistance ' Wallace, g ......................... ! 0 
of Willard Duey. Gullion, g ......................... 3 0 
---EosTc Wilson, g ........................... 1 Q 
LETTERS OF REMINISCE 
RECEIVED BY PRESIDENT 
President R G Buzzard is in receipt 
of a message from Thomas Troutman, 
superintendent of the Jasper County 
hospital, Carthage, Mo., in which the 
writer reminisces on the early days of 
Eastern. He enclosed a program for 
the ceremony of laying the corner stone 
at Eastern in 1896. At the time, Mr. 
Troutman was a member of the Char-
Totals ............................ 24 5 
It Pays 1to Look Well 
A good hair cut just doesn't happen 
-it is the result of long experience 
and careful attention. You can get 









leston city council, which played an Southwest Ci)rner of Square 
important role in the ceremony. 1 '----------------~ 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-









OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALE XANDER 'S 
Utterback's Business College 
MATI'OON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition Rea80naible 
Indications are that their team is 
not very strong this season, which is 
ALTERATIONS REPAIRING TELEPHONE BLDG. PHONE 248 
• 'Pr()ved By the Past-Improved for the Future'' 
SALES 
-
If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date 
McARTHUR MOTOR 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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Regulations for Awarding Letters in 
All Sports Framed by Athletic Board 
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Contributed lby Charles Austin 
Topic for League Unit Meets Tonight 
Units of the Women's League will o'clock. Unit 3, Adax Scherer, 716 
hold their first meetings of the New Johnson, met last night at 7 o'clock. Major Awards Voted for Com-petitors m Cross Country, Golf 
in 1936. 
EI '1S MAIN OFFICE 
REMODELLED DURING 
VACATION PERIOD Eastern State's Panthers, while Year this Tuesday evening. Rules of Ruth Clapp will entertain unit 8 at 
encountering difficulty with the conduct will be the subject for dis- 1050 Seventh next Tuesday at 7:30 p. 
Members of the Athletic committee, 
appointed four weeks ago to draw up 
regulations, standards and specifica-
t ions fo,r athletic awards, reported to 
President R. G. Buzzard Thursday. 
Their rules met with the president's 
approval and he released them from 
his office Friday. 
The New Year brought changes 
to Eastern. With the year 1935 
went an arrangement in the main 
office that had proved not only in-
convenient but also highly con-
fusing to the occupants. D ean F. 
A. Beu has been given an enclosed 
booth in the mam office. He will 
have fewer interruptions and less 
confusion formerly provided by 
the influx of callers who just 
didn't know 'wher·e to go.' Miss 
Blanche Thomas, registrar, who is 
now back at her duties after a long 
absence, also will benefit from the 
change. Her office is now par-
tially enclosed. 
Indiana brand of basketball the last 
1 
cussion. m. Unit 10 members, with Juannee 
few weeks, will swing back into con- Do yo k th t . h th Swearingen, are instructed to watch 
f t . . t . u now e answer o. w e -erence ac wn agams St. VIator to- the bulletin board. The meeting 
night and Normal Saturday night. er to wear an evening dr.ess on the probably will be held January 21. 
The Angusmen will be favorites to street car? Should smoking be per- Unit 12, Mary Inman, 1524 Third, 
win over the Irish but a much better mitted at dinner? How long should will meet next Tuesday at 7:30 p. m. 
team vrill be met at Normal Satur- you wait on a late guest? Unit 13, Alberta Trousdale, will hold 
day. Ella Mae Jackson, League president, a short meeting in room 11 tonight at 
On the committee were C. P. Lantz, 
W. S. Angus, Paris J. Van Horn, Paul 
W. Sloan, J. B. MacGregor, F . A. Beu, 
Steve Davidson, Vincent Kelly, Carl 
Shaw, Donald Cavins, Jack Austin, and 
Robert Fairchild. A special sub-com-
mittee actually drew up the body of 
rules and the entire committee okayed 
them at a meeting on Wednesday at 1 
p.m. 
Under the new regulations letters 
will be awarded competitors in cross 
country and golf. 
The body of regulations are as fol-
lows: 
Football: In order to earn a letter 
a player must participate for 60 min-
utes in any one game, or in %, of the 
scheduled games 
Basketball: In order to earn a letter 
a player must participate in %, of the 
scheduled games, or for 300 minutes. 
Baseball: In order to earn a letter a 
player must parti.cipate in 75 per cent 
of the scheduled games if he is a 
player other than a pitcher. Pitchers 
must take part in 33 1-3 per cent of 
Entrance to the main office will 
be made from the east door, 'in-
stead of from the south hallway, 
as formerly. NY A headquarters 
and the information department 
retain their locations in the main 
office. 
Said one student upon viewing 
the new arrangements: 
"Ah, there's Dean Beu in his 
bright, new stall!" 
Glenn H. Seymour 
Will Speak Before 
Art Club Members 
the scheduled games. Glenn H. Seymour will speak before 
Track: In order to earn a letter a the Art club Friday evening. His 
Walter Warmoth, freshman 
center on the B Team, should 
h ave a word of praise for his 
work against the Normal seconds 
last week. Besides playing a stel-
lar floor game, he dropped 17 
points through the basket. 
Augustana he:d an intra-state 
tournament over the holidays. August-
ana, Bradley, North Central. and 
Monmouth from Illinois, and St. Am-
brose, Wesleyan, Central, and Par-
sons from Iowa made up the tourney 
list. Augustana, led by Harry Mead, 
six foot and 10%, inches center, led 
his team to the championship. 
Augustan a now has a record of 
twelve consecutive wins for the sea-
son to date. 
A toast to om· local high school 
team and their coach "Pete" 
V.an Horn. They have now won 
eight games while dropping only 
one. Van Horn, in his first year, 
has put athletics back on their 
old standing at TC. Plus handing 
the Charleston City High Trojans 
their first city defeat in four 
years. 
--- EISTC---
PI TAUS WILL MEET 
player must earn 15 points, or first topi:c will be "The Co-Re~ation Be-
place in the State T eachers College tween History and Art.' History rna -
Meet, or a place in the State Meet. jors will be special guests for the 
Points earned in the State Teachers program, which starts at 7: 15 p. m. 
College Meet or any meet other than At a short meeting of the Art club 
the State Meet shall count the same last week, plans were laid for a com-
as in a dual meet. ing masked ball t o be sponsored by 
Cross-country: In order to earn a the organizat ion. The d ance will be Epsilon Pi T au will m eet a t 1 p. m. 
~~~~: '!e~~n~e~;~s~ piac~ first ~ . a similar to the Beaux Arts Ball. Fur- Thursday to discuss a projected trip 
' r lClpa e m a cer am ther plans will be announced later. to Terre Haute, where t he Mu chap-
number of dual meets, which shall be 
determined by the coach. · I E h•b• . EtsT • • ter has invited them to be guests. At 
Tennis: In order to earn a letter a X I It In Training some later time in t he year t he local 
player must participate in 75 per cent School I D .b d chapter will en ter tain their Terre 
of the sch edule d matches, a schedule S escri e Haute brothers. 
to consist of e~ght matches, or place I 
in the state finals. By Frances Brown 
Golf: In order to earn a letter a "Which picture do you like best 
player must participate in 75 per cent young man?" 
of the scheduled m atches, a schedule "Well, I like this one, and this one, 
to consist of eigh t matches, or place in and this one, --" 
the st ate finals. So it went until Otto Wick, Jr., had 
In regard t o th e above st andards the named thirteen pictures. 
vote was unanimous of the entire com-
mittee. 
Awarding of Sweaters: A student 
shall be given one sweat er per year, 
and letters in the oth er sports in 
which h e may earn letters. The play-
er shall h ave the choice in regard t o 
the color, type, and size of sweater 
that h e desires, being limited to the 
colors of blue and grey. A captain of 
a sport m ay elect t o receive a white 
sweater. 
This is not so stirprising when one 
considers the beautiful collection of 
Madonna pictures representing the 
mast ers of the Mediaeval, Early and 
High R enaissance periods found in 1 
Miss Geddes' second grade room in the 
training school. 
When asked whether she had a unit 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Eligibility for Awards: A player must 
pass 12 quarter hours in the quart er M o o R E ' s 
in which h e is par t icipa ting in a sport, 
in order to r eceive a sweater at the 
end of t h e quarter . 
In all of the above sports t h e Com-
mittee is in f avor of the coach of th at 
particular sport h aving the final word 
in regard to th e awarding of a sweat -
er or letter. 
-~-EISTC---
PARTY GIVEN FOR CURRY 
A birthday par ty and dinner for 
Russell Curry was given at h i:s home 
in Windsor Sunday. G uests from 
here were Rut h Neal, Dale Wingler , 
Don Leek, P aul Weekley, Dave K es-








WHY DO YOU GO TO 
COLLEGE? 
Student-To get a better educa-
tion. 
If you want something better, 
. then go to 
C.AMPBELL 
ALL ELE·CTRIC SHOE SHOP 
The Only All Electric in Town. 
We Must Please You. 
LOCATED 605 SEVENTH ST. 
JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE 
DANCE! 
•tN PERSON .. 
"TH~ LHT HAN DI;:R" 
a 15 
()n<JIML l\ll<il-lT 1-1..\WI<S 
()l<f:~I:ST~ 
Featured "Blackhawk," Chicago 
Midnight Flyers, WGN 
THE ARMORY, DECATUR 
TUESDAY, JAN. 21 
ADMISSION 75c PERSON 
Special Advertising Tickets! 
Mail or presen t this a dvertisem ent 
with One Dollar befor e midnigh t , 
Thur~day, Jan. 16th, to Lew Hogan , 
1477 Riverview, Decatur, Ill., and 
you will r eceive immedia t ely TWO 
TICKETS (no other c h a r g e) 
through courtesy of Publicity De-
partment . 
This Is a Special Offer to the read-
ers of th'is paper , and expires on 
Thursday, Jan. 16th. Send this in 
today. 
Lew Hogan , Mgr., 1477 Riverview Av. 
DECATUR, ILL. 
is offering a nice line 
of YARDLEY'S SETS, 
Shaving Sets, Shaving-
Bowls, Bath Crystals 
and Soaps. An excel-
lent line of billfolds, 
one and two folds, key-
holders, perfumes and 
toilet waters. 
LINCOLN INN--EASTERN'S CHOICE 
• 
M.ANICURE SETS 
SOc to $4.00 
HOME STYLE COOKING 
SERVICE WITH A SMILE 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
First Door East of Campus-PHONE 7! D. T. Freeland 
in a recent interview said there would 7:30 to plan for a theater party some 
also be funny rules of conduct. time this week. Unit 15, Ruth Cor-
Washington's rules give some of the ley, are to watch the east bulletin 
following regulations: Reproach none board for notice of a theater party 
for the infirmities of nature, nor de- some time this week. 
light to put them that have in mind 
thereof; Sleep not when others speak, 
sit not when others stand; speak not A 
when you should hold your peace. ttention Ladies! 
Following a schedule of t~me and 
place of unit meetings, with names 
of unit presidents. 
Those meeting tonight are: 1-
Eleanor McFarlen, 1525 Seventh, 8 
p . m.; 4--Joan Hunte~r, 1012 Sixth, 
7:30 p. m.; 5-June Hugh es, 1707 
Ninth, 6:30 p. m.; 6- Margaret Mc-
Carthy, 957 E:.eventh, 7:30 p. m.; 7-
Evelyn Carruthers, 916 Lincoln, 7:30 
p. m .; 9-Gladys Watkins, 1400 Sev-
enth, 7:30 p. m.; 11- Florence Wood, 
1422 Third, 8 p. m.; 14--Helen Imle, 
911 Seventh, 6:30 p. m .; 16- Lucile 
Thomas, Pemberton Hall, 7:30 p. m.; 
17-Rosemary Baker, Pemberton Hall, 
7:30 p. m. 






Appearance Same as New 
The GOLDEN .RULE 
SH·OE SHOP 
PHONE 74 Unit 2, Isabel Larimer, 1505 Sev- 1 
eilth, will meet tomorrow night at 8 
~--------------------------~ 
--LINCOLN THEATRE 
TODAY (TUES.) & WED.- ADM. lOc & 25c 
Warner Baxter · Jack Oakie · Alice Fay 
In 
'KING otBURLES UE' 
with 
Fats Waller- Nick Long, Jr.- Dixie Dunbar 





Charles LAUGHTON- Rochelle HUDSON 
Francis DRAKE- John BEAL 
SATURDAY ONLY- Adm. 10c & 25c 
Warner OLAND 
in 
'Charlie Chans Secret' 





Lionel Barrymore ·: · Wallace Beery 
Eric LINDEN 
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Lew Sarett, Poet, Lecturer Interviewed; More 
Conversant at Reception Given in Hall Later 
Senior Class Names 
Needed Committees 
At a specially called business meet-
'Les Miserables' 
Chosen by Rotary 
Pipe Engages Well-Known Visit-
tor; Finds Pleasure in Reciting 
Best of Poetry. 
"My writing is purely a reflection 
of my contacts with nature," quoth Lew 
Sarett during an interview with your 
correspondent. The woodsman-poet 
proved himself to be as interesting 
a personality as he was a speaker. But 1 
Lew Sarett, the object of our quest 
had other things in mind besides writ-
ing; "my best friend and constant com-
panion," said our celebrity as he in-
dicated a huge pipe which he filled and 
smoked with apparent satisfaction. 
Further delay was occasioned by the 
famous Mr. Sarett brushing the small 
amount of hair which adorned his 
head with a brush which was truly an 
object of curiosity. However, it is our 
supposition that all celebrities have to 
be different. 
Our dendezvous with Lew Sarett 
was disturbed again by a young man, 
who introduced himself as "one of your 
Our rendezvous with Lew Sarett 
Whereupon the two reminisced about 
days when Long attended Northwest-
ern. 
• • .. He Talked Freely 
LEW SARETT Undaunted, however, we pursued our 
point and were rewarded as Lew Sar-
ett said, "Of all the poets in America 
my ideal is Walt Whitman, in Eng-
land, Robert Burns." Then the woods-
man-poet waxed poetic and empha-
sized poetry for a short period. At 
times he appeared to be completely 
absorbed in his work. 
MRS. SCHAUDT RETURNS 
Then much to our chagrin Mr. Sarett 
excused himself to attend a reception 
at Pemberton Hall, where, we learn, he 
exposed a philosophic and humorous 
nature to the delight of a select audi-
ence. 
TO POSITION IN OFFICE 
Mrs. Lucille Mills Schaudt has re-
placed Miss L. Kathryn Powers as sec-
J"etary to the Dean and Registrar. 
Mrs. Schaudt, formerly employed here 
as a member of the secretarial staff 
in the business office, may be found 
in the main office at the information 
desk. Miss Powers, who assumed her 
duties here midway in the Fall term, 
has returned to her home in Quincy. 
Agnes Worland Named New President 
Of Players to Succeed Walton Morris 
At a meeting of the Players Thurs- ~ the club late in 1935 because other 
day night, Agnes Worland was elected activities imposed so greatly upon ~is 
president to fill the vacancy left by time that he felt proper attentwn 
Walton Morris's resignation. The new could not be given to the Players' of-
president is secretary of the sophomore fice. 
class and was the former vice-president Several members were elected to 
o~ Player.s. The appointment of a new junior and senior memberships. The 
vice-president was left to the execu- followin,g were given senior member-
tive board. . ships: Carl Morton, Kathryn Walker, 
Mr. Morns resigned presidency of Wilma Brumleve, Evelyn Ringo, and 
Nelson 'Lowry. The following were 
given junior memberships: Esther 
Wiseheart, Alene Lindley, Ruth Utter-
ing Thursday afternoon, the senior Victor Hugo's great classic, Les Mis-
Sigma Tau Delta, 'Writer's 
Sponsor Pemberton Hall 
cepti:o1n; Sarett Delights. 
Club class named committees for special as- erables, the thrilling and timeless story 
signments during the next four of a hunted man, comes to Charleston 
Re>- months. Evalyn Schooley was ap- as a benefit show sponsored by the Ro-
pointed acting-treasurer until Lucile tary Club, of which Walter J. Cook is 
Thomas, confined to a St. Louis hos- president. The famous adversaries of 
"Preserve your individuality; a little pital, returns. Richard Popham was "The Barretts of Wimpole Street," 
good queerness is a healthy thing. appointed to send flowers to Miss Frederic March and Charles Laugh-
Keep your goal in sight; reconcile the Thomas in behalf of the class. ton, again oppose each other, but the 
ideal with the practical-quotations Jack Austin, class president, appoint- feud this time is less the psychological 
around "practical"-as far as is pos- ed the following committees: Caps and and more the sinister, brutal story of 
sible. A man can do almost anything, gowns-Robert Finley, Marion Math- a striving l1uman, Frederic March, 
provided he desires to do it strongly as, and Fern Tait; invitation-Martha against the letter of the law, as per-
enough. Don't be afraid to revise; Turner, Vincent Kelly, and Catherine I sonified in Charles Laughton. 
youth is too often afraid of work." Lumbrick; jewelry-Thomas Chamber- As J ean Valjean the versatile March 
1 These are some of the points Lew lain, Rex Hovious, and Josephine Bak- is offered an opportunity to cover the 
I Sarret expanded upon (less senten- er; junior-senior dance - EvalyiJ gamut of human characterization. He 
tiously) in what was practically a mon- Schooley, Lucile Thomas, and John is a smooth-faced, honest country 
olo,gue, so spellbound were his hosts, at Ritchie. ycuth, a despairing convict thrown into 
a rec·eption given him by the Writer's ElsTc jail for the theft of a loaf of bread, 
club and Sigma Tau Delta in Pem- Judge J. T. Kincaid an unfeeling beast grown in muscle, 
berton Hall immediately after his lee- haggard in face, when released from 
ture Wednesday night. Sarett con- Is Forum Speaker the oars of a convict galley, a gray-
tinued to give, not just advice to as- haired gentleman living a noble and 
piring writers, but a rich flow of rem- "There is little room for argument prosperous life, and then again a hunt-
ini'"cence, discussion of his own poetry, when discussing the judicial depart- ·3d criminal dodging the r elentless 
and an abundance of good sense, opti- ment," said John T. Kincaid, County Javert (Laughton), while rescuing the 
mism and humor until danger of miss- Judge of Coles, in speaking before the r eckless young student Marius, lover 
ing his train an:l, incidentally, a glass Forum group Thursday evening. of his little ward, Cosette. 
of punch, broke up the party at 11:15. Forum members ar·e discussing a se- Marius is played by John Beal and 
"I am always tempted to do, in my ries of topics on "The Constitutional Cosette by Rochelle Hudson. Sir Qed-
lecture, my unbeatable imitation of a Problems of the State of Illinois." The ric Hardwicke, the distinguished Eng-
grizzly bear in a blackberry patch," subject discussed by Judge Kincaid, lish stage and screen star, is the bene-
said Mr. Sarett. "I used to do it five "The Judicial System of Illinois" is the ficent Bishop Bienvenu who inspired 
years ago, before I succumbed to pro- second of the series. Valjean to a noble life after he had 
fessorial dignity. No, I never went broken parole and become a hunted 
down on all fours." In future meetings judicial districts, man. 
local and county; and educational sys-Sarett likes best his poem, "The Losing nothing by its eighteenth terns will be considered. Night Letter," which he said was the century setting, the story is timely in 
inspiration of an hour, and "Cattle One of the TC High government its reflection of the present-day pa-
Bells." Both of them were included classes was a special guest at the meet - role question. So true is this that 
in his lecture-the latter, he remark- ing Thursday. commentators say that producer Zan-
ed, more for his own satisfaction than ElsTc uck has again anticipated a social up-
that of the audience. "Probably three- WORK NEARS COMPLETION heaval in a screen entertainment, as 
fourths of them did not like it," he ON OFFICE FOR EI DEAN he did in "The Public Enemy" and "I 
said. Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang." 
Those present at the reception were: To provide an administrative office "The Parole question is the most vital 
Mr. Sarett, Miss Nathile McKay, Miss which will be easily accessible to all step in crime suppression," says Zan-
Isabel McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. How- students, workmen are completing a uck. 
ard DeF. Widger, Mr. Quincy Guy Bur- contract for construction of an office EosTc:---
ris, Wilma Birdzell, Rose Marie Me- for the Dean of Men in the north wing There is a faculty member who 
gaw, Elizabeth Jones, Florence Wood, of tlie reception room. This office boasts that he can tell stories about 
Violet Podesta, Dorothy Dernbarger, will occupy less than half of the north poor bridg·e hands "that will curdle 
Beulah Midgett, Mrs. Kedley, Evelyn portion of the room. The extension your blood and make your hair stand 
Mayer, Frank Day and Stanley Elam. farthest north will be used as an of- on ends." 
Mr. Burris has had previous ac- fice for four or five instructors who · .-----------------
quaintance with Mr. Sarett at the need such a convenience. 
University of Illinois, where Mr. Sar- Actlng-Dean Jay B. McaGregor ex-
ett was a te~cher in 1~24. pects to occupy his new quarters soon. 
The reception committee was com- He will establish office hours which 
posed of Elizabeth Jones, chairman, will be given over to conferences with 
Rose Marie Megaw, Florence Wood I men students. 
and Peggy Fellis. EosTc---
EosT MRS. ,RUSSELL TO TALK 
DEMONSTRATION IS 
PLANNED FOR GROUP 
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open each Sat. 9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies, 
cakes, bread. rolls and other 
home cooked food. 
7th St.-% Block South of Square Exhibit in Training 
School Is Described 
(Continued from Page 7) 
back, Helen Walters, Virginia Wil- A demonstration of metal spinning, 
Iiams, Violet Podesta, Gilbert Graham, the production of dishes, plates, bowls, 
Doris Lewis, and Naomi Newman. etc. from metal, will feature the Tues-
Mrs. Viola Pittman Russell of the 
home economics department will 
speak before Jefferson Grade school 
mothers today. Her topic will deal 
with home economics and prob:ems 
of fitting it into the home. of Work On the SubJ·ect, MI'ss Geddes be f th second day (7:15) meeting of the Industrial Plans were gun or e Arts Club. Harry R. Jackson is mak-
said that she did. open house to be given within a few ing the demonstration. 
She began her unit with literature I weeks. Preliminary plans for the St. Pat-
using ~he Christm~ story in th~ Bi- Following the business meeting, Mr. rick's Day dance, sponsored in con-
ble. ~terature earned over to history Shiley assumed the role of play critic junction with the home economics de-
and history to art. . . as he reviewed briefly twenty-two out partment, will be discussed in the busi-
"Art history," Miss C:Teddes said, "Is of approximately twenty-nine current ness meeting, announces John Ritchie, 
the sum total ~f all history. Through 1 shows on Broadway. He mentioned es- president of the club. 
a knowledge of It, we are a~le. to more pecially favorably: "Romeo and Juliet" E osTc---
fully understand . ~n~ appi eCia~ t~e starring Katharine Cornell, "Victoria A talk by Edwin Galbreath, of in-
thoughts and activitl~s of ,mankmd. . Regina" starring Helen Hayes, "Pride terest to both zoology students and 
Throughout the chlldrens study, lt and Prejudice" and Ibsen's "Ghosts." ' history majors, on "Ancestors of Pre-
is .b:ought out that there ha~ to be a For the Pulitzer prize, Mr. Shiley nom- historic Man", will be given at the 
dr1vmg force back of the artist before inated either "Dead End" or "Winter Zoology Seminar tonight at 7:30 in the 
he can have the emotional power to set." zoology laboratory The recent meet-
create. '11 
---EISTc---
Elam, Hendricks to 
Attend Conference 
(Continued :trom Page 1) 
college problems at this conference; 
problems which affect not the world 
at large, but which are mighty im-
portant in so far as our respective col-
leges are concerned." 
Mr. Elam, as editor of the Warbler, 
and associate editor of the News, will 
be acting in proxy for the editor of the 
News who, because of conflicting en-
gagements, will be unable to attend. 
Mr. Hendricks is president of the Stu-
dent Council and will represent that 
body at the conference. 
The opening meeting will be held at 
9 a. m. in Hedding Hall at Wesleyan. 
A luncheon and a dinner are other 
features. 
---EISTc---
PLANS EARLY RETURN 
Miss Annie L. Weller, head of the 
geography department, who h as been 
absent for three months while being 
treated for an injury, returned to 
Charleston from Ch'icago Thursday 
evening. She will r est at her home 
in h er sition here. 
The aspiring actors left seeing vis- ing of the A. A. A. S. in St. Louis WI 
ions of a limping Romeo scaling a be discussed and other topics of zool-
wall, and five-hundred-pound Paul ogical nature, will round out the eve-
Whiteman swaying dangerously on a nings program; according to Gilbert 
white horse- visions of "Jumbo." D. Davis, program director. 
---EISTC:---
LAST PLACEMENTS IN 
1935 ARE RECORDED 
Addition of two placements to the 
files of the Placement Bureau, headed 
by Walter W. Cook, hoisted total place-
ments for the year to a total of 225. 
This officially closed placements 
through the local office for the year 
1935. 




with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
The two winning positions late in 
December were Harriet Hawkins, first 
and second grades at Hindsboro; I 
Charles C. Frye, principal of elemen-
tary schools at Park Ridge. 1----------------· Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
A. c. ADKINS 
Groceries and Meats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
Shoo Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
Phone 173 
North of Square on 7th St. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prou. Phone 1506 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ~CHURCH 
505 No. 22nd Street 
MATTOON ILLINOIS 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
_..c..:.= 
· -· •.•. r;;~'lt 




$5.50 and $5.00 Values ............................................... . 
NATURALIZERS-
$6.50 Values ................................................................... . 
OVER 100 PAIR.S 
Short Lot Assortment ................................................ .. 




TWENTY THOUSAND New York 
City college students participated 
in this fall's peace demonstrations, 
quiet and .serious in contrast to the 
rowdy meetings of last spring. Here is 






sports, but Darrell 
Lester, Texas Chris~ 
tian 's 1934 All~ 
American center, 
just couldn't refuse 
Rosemary Collyer 
when she asked him 
to help her out be-
tween classes the 
other day. 
pEA UT ROLLING 1 Just one of the ancient 
"tartur ·• mvoked by upperclassmen for the 
"A Initt tton" at Blackburn College (Carlinville, 
Ill .). 
T WO NEW COLLEGE PRESIDENTS - -Grover C. Dillman (left) is the recently in-
ducted head of Michigan College of Mining 
and Technology at Houghton; while Dr. Albert 
N. Jorgensen (above) is the 36-year-old new 
president of the Connecticut State College at 
. Storrs. 
NOT ETHIOPIANS or followers of Mahatma 
Gandhi, but the executive committee of Tea 
and Topics, Springfield (Mass.) College literary 
soci'ety, sacrificing a candidate for admission on the 
altar of classical lyric and poetry. 
ALBERT COATE has the dubious honor of 
being the first male student to major in home 
economics in the history .of Miami University. 
ROBERT M. MORROW, campus bugler, wakes 'em up, calls them to classes, and sounds the mess at ~~llins 
College, one of the few schools in the country that still uses 
a bugler for these purposes. 
Sir Lancelot 
HIS name, it was revealed when he recently mar-
ried Olive White, his manager, is Lancelot 
Ross ... 2.nd that's probably what he wrote 1m his 
registration blanks at Yale and Columbia . . . Son 
of a Shakespearean actor, he was born in Seattle . . . 
and was sent to Taft School 
in Connecticut for proper east-
ern bringing up ... Taft led 
to Yale and there Lancelot was 
a track man in '27 against 
Oxford and Cambridge . . . 
but qeing in the Yale Glee 
Club actually gave him · a 
chance to see oxford and Cam-
bridge. 
As a student in the Columbia 
law school, he tried radio at 
$25 a week . . . and before hi~ 
degree it was $25 ,ooo a year : . . which settled law. 
After a picture in Hollywood Lanny realized he 
needed a season in summer stock . . . he's had it and 
he may be induced to go back to cameras ... In the 
meantime on his State Fair and Showboat programs he 
remains Sir Lancelot to the nation's girls who play 
Lady of Shalott to him by their loudspeakers. 
]\[ewsman Baillie 
THE task of bringing worldnewsof a great European 
embroilment was the first task to fall on shoulders 
of Hugh Baillie, U. S. C. '15, and journalism student 
who made good .· . . new 
president of United Press .. . 
winner in June of the U. S.C. 
Asa V. Call trophy given to 
graduate attaining most out-
standing recognition in his 
.field. 
A United Press man in Los 
Angeles in 1915, promotion 
brought him to Washington in 
1919 to cover Wilson adminis-
tration . . . led to New York 
office . . . vice-presidency; . . . 
and now presidency . . . and direction of the job of 
reporting a war in Africa . and a possible world 
conflagration. 
V. JV- Issue 1~ 
GETA 
. LIFT WITH A CAMEL! 
COSTliE 
TOBACCOS! 
• Camels are made from finer, MORE 
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS-Turkish and 
Domestic-than any other popular bra.od. 
{Signed) R. ]. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO. 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 
. Walter O'Keefe 
· VAN wtth and AMEL CARA . • Glen Gray TUNE IN! C e}anis•Ted Hustng d Thursday-
Dean • Tuesday an T 8 30 p.m. ma Orchestra m M.S. ., . 
the Casa Lo m. C.S.T .• 9.30 p. bia Network. 9 p.m. E.S.T., 8 P · WABC-Colum 
P.S.T.-over 
--
THE TOWERS OF MANHATTAN 
from a new angle-New York's new Tri-
borough Bridge, which is rapidly being 
completed. In · the foreground: Howard 
Hougland, McClintic- Marshall engineer, 
wearing the picturesque engineers' "hard 
hat," a necessary protection on big jobs. 
"An engineer's life," he says, "calls for physi-
cal fitness and energy. When my pep is at 
low ebb, there's nothing like a Camel, for a 
Camel chases away all signs of tiredness. I 
always get a 'lift' with a Camel. I have pre-
ferred Camels for years because of their good 
taste and mildness. They never irritate my 
throat. That's one way you can tell Camels 
are made from more expensive tobaccos." 
nMI'u. UKE THEIR 
MILDNESS TOO 
At work and at play there always 
comes a time when it's pleasa.nt 
to heed the famous advice: "Get 
a 'lift' with a Camel!" For Camels 
increase your flow of energy. And 
Camels are. mild- a. ma.t.chl.ess 
· blend of costlier tobaccos. Your 
first Camel tastes good. And so does 
every other one. Costlier tobaccos 
do make a difference. 
WH.(BILLY) 
• THOM lp1diana 
Universtty ~restling 
coach, has been ap~ 
pointed "grunt and 
groan" mentor for the 
United States Olympic 
team. He's the world's 
middleweight champion. 
THE SHELOONIAN THEATER is the traditional meeting place when the vice~chancellor of Oxford University 
(England) confers degrees. Here is shown Mr. A. Lindsay, new Oxford vice-chancellor, performing his first public 
duty by handing diplomas to hundreds of undergraduates. 
FISH ARE CAUGHT in rock-garden pools whe 
new Alpha Sigma Gamma literary society memb 
Teachers College (Boone, N. C.). 
initiate 
Appalachian State 
HARVARD'S PRESIDENT James 
B. Conant returns to the class-
room to lecture on organic chemistry. 
He was professor of chemistry before 
he was appointed to the. presidency of 
America· s oldest university. 
STUDENTS GET GAS FROM WHITE CLOVER , - Harold Ohlgren and William Mahle, 
Macalester College (Minneapolis, Minn.) student chemists, claim to have discovered a pro-
cess by which usable combustible gas can be obtained from wild sweet clover at half the present 
cost of commercial gas. 
FRESHMAN "INDIANS" 
· at the University of Michi-
........... gan paint up for their annual 
class battle with the sopho-
mores. 
M ANHA ~TA~ COLLEGE oarsmen downed 
the Umverstty of Pennsylvania to make a 
clean sweep of the three races in their annual fall 
regatta. The photo shows the Manhattan fresh-
men leading Pennsylvania first .. dassmen over the 
line. 
SAL~ Y SPENCER i~ th~ sorority dictator at 
Oh10 Wesleyan Umverstty. She is president 
of the Pan-Hellenic Council. 
HIROSHI MITSUI, scion of Japan's famed 
House of Mitsui and freshman engineer; is 
one of the 39 nationalities represented at Cornell 
this year . 
• M I. T.'sPerfectDate 
· , , First woman 
to be given preferential 
rating by the. new Mas-
" sachusetts Institute of 
Technology "dating bu-
reau" is Bobby Rapo-
port, Simmons College 
] unior. "We furnish 
the girl, you furnish the 
evening," the bureau 
advertises. 
ALFRED BIRD, Occidental College (Los 
Angeles) junior, is the president of both the 
Arizona and California International" Relations 
Clubs. 
GRANTING of a chapter of the National Collegiate Players to Texas State College for Women marked the first 
. exception to the or~anization 's traditional refusal to admit women's colleges. Here are three of the charter members 











NEAR.BY. OEER ~) . 
IS ANNOYED ) -- ~~"'· 
AND SWITCHES fA\ ' . j 








ALFRED UNIVERSITY boasts a great variety of women :s sports, and here is a group of their captains.posing_with Nat~ahe 








y~s SIR-2.0UNCES IN 
£VE .. Y TlN. AR.OUNO 50 
'PIPEfULS 01= QUALITY 
TO.ACCO- WITH TME 
•am:" TAKfN OUT-
II TMEN •c1U~P CUT 
fO~ SJ.OW I COOl. 
&UlUUNG. 'PACK£0 
1UGHT, IN TIN. 8EGIN 
TOl>AY TO $MOt<£ P.AJ 
PRIMiiE ALBERT 
TH£ NATIONAL JOY SMOKE! 
SHE FORGOT to wear her . 
"regs" to class, so Phoebe 
Davis, Temple University ~ -
freshman, is being punished 
. with over-time lab work. 
WHY IS OZE SIMMONS SUCH A GREAT FIELQ RUNNER? , , University of Iowa 
psychologists, after numerous tests, claim that it is because he has unusu~l percepti?n and 
reaction. Psychologist Daniel Feder (center) claims good players can be predicted by his tests 
before they go on the field. 
- ;;: 
AT THE HEAD OF HER CLASS , - Caryl 
Morse, University of Wisconsin senior presi-
dent. is the first woman president of a Badger class. 
JOHNSON DOES HIS BIT 
- , His antagonism 
to the AAA pro-
gram did not pre-
vent Gen. Hugh 
Johnson from doing 
his share to reduce 
the beef surp 1 us at 
a homecoming bar-
becue at West 
Texas State Teach-mo~~-~ 
ers College, where 
he was the chief 
speaker- and 
- of the day. 
RICH DEPOSITS of 
THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY Dep.artment of Dramatic art claims to 
be the only Shakespearean repertory company of the season. Here are 
Parker Wilson and Joyce BeU in a scene from Twelfth Night. 
Folsom ratifacts and 
bones of extinct bison 
have been di5\=overed in 
Colorado by Judge C. 
C. Coffin and his. son 
(shown at right) for the 
University of Colorado 
Museum. The lower 
layer in the picture 
above contains materials 
discarded by the "Fol-
som Man", who is 
thought to have lived 
in North America dur-
ing the Ice Age. 
